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Abstract

This thesis introduces Intelligent Fitness Functions and Partial Fitness Functions both of which can improve the performance of a genetic algorithm which is limited to a fixed run time.

An Intelligent Fitness Function is defined as a fitness function with a memory. The memory is used to store information about individuals so that duplicate individuals do not need to have their fitness tested. Different types of memory (long and short term) and different storage strategies (fitness based, time base and frequency based) have been tested. The results show that an intelligent fitness function, with a time based long term memory improves the efficiency of a genetic algorithm the most.

A Partial Fitness Function is defined as a fitness function that only partially tests the fitness of an individual at each generation. Thus only promising individuals get fully tested. Using a partial fitness function gives the genetic algorithm more evolutionary steps in the same length of time as a genetic algorithm using a normal fitness function. The results show that a genetic algorithm using a partial fitness function can achieve higher fitness levels than a genetic algorithm using a normal fitness function.

Finally a genetic algorithm designed to solve a substitution cipher is compared to
one equipped with an intelligent fitness function and another equipped with a partial fitness function. The genetic algorithm with the intelligent fitness function and the genetic algorithm with the partial fitness function both show a significant improvement over the genetic algorithm with a conventional fitness function.
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Literature Survey

1.1 Introduction

This Thesis introduces two methods designed to help improve the efficiency and performance of GAs. These methods are then investigated to examine the effect that they have on GAs.

1.1.1 Aims and Objectives

The aim of this Thesis is to introduce new methods to improve the performance of GAs.

The following are a list of objectives for this Thesis.

- Assess the effect population sizes have on the performance and efficiency of GAs running within a fixed length of time with a slow fitness function.
• Introduce new methods for improving the performance and efficiency of GAs with a slow fitness function.

• Investigate the effects that the introduced methods have on GAs running within a fixed length of time.

• Investigate the improvement provided by the methods to a GA with a slow fitness function.

1.1.2 Content Summary

The content of this Thesis is as follows

Chapter 1 - An introduction to this Thesis, evolution and GAs.

Chapter 2 - A short description of the work that posed the question addressed by this Thesis. The work consists of the evaluation of the effects different configurations of packet options have on the time it takes a packet to travel across the Internet.

Chapter 3 - Investigates the effect that population size and the level of elitism has on the efficiency and performance of GAs. Section 3.3 describes the test problems used. Section 3.5.1 examines the effects that population sizes have on the performance of a GA, while section 3.5.4 examines the effects that population sizes have on the efficiency of a GA. Finally section 3.5.5 examines the effects that the level of elitism has on a GA.

Chapter 4 - Introduces Intelligent Fitness Functions and investigates the effects they have on a GA’s efficiency. GAs equipped with a selection of intelligent fitness
functions, each with a different configuration, are compared to each other and a GA equipped with a standard fitness function.

The performance of a GA equipped with an intelligent fitness function is shown to be better than that of a GA equipped with a standard fitness function.

**Chapter 5** - Introduces Partial Fitness Functions and investigates the effects they have on a GA’s efficiency. GAs equipped with differently configured partial fitness functions are compared to each other as well as a GA equipped with a standard fitness function.

The levels of fitness achieved by a GA equipped with a partial fitness function are shown to be better than the fitness achieved by a GA equipped with a standard fitness function.

**Chapter 6** - Documents the results of using a GA with a standard fitness function, a GA with an intelligent fitness function and a GA with a Partial Fitness Function, to break a substitution cipher.

Both the GA equipped with an intelligent fitness function and the GA equipped with a partial fitness function perform better than the GA with a standard fitness function.

**Chapter 7** - A discussion of the work contained in this Thesis and conclusions drawn from it.
1.2 Evolution

Evolution is the process that allows species to improve their ability to survive in their environment. Through evolution species can adapt to changes in their environment. As species evolve they can become more complex and significantly different from the original species, these are then classed as a new species. Evolution works by incorporating changes, usually small, that are advantageous to the species and removing attributes that are not. This process works because individuals with the advantageous attributes survive longer in their environment to reproduce, whereas the individuals without the attributes, or with worse attributes, die earlier or are unable to attract mates [28].

An extreme example of this is a bacteria that has infected someone making them ill. If the person takes drug A, most of the bacteria that are susceptible to drug A will die. Therefore, mainly bacteria immune to drug A will be left to reproduce and therefore most of the offspring will be immune. The person then becomes ill again when the bacteria has reproduced enough and so takes drug A, with little or no effect. The person then takes drug B, killing most of the bacteria susceptible to drug B leaving mainly those immune to both drug A and drug B. These then reproduce to give offspring that are immune to both drug A and drug B. And so on.

Evolution can be split into two processes, natural selection and inheritance. Natural selection can be viewed as a high level process as it deals with the interaction between a species and its environment. Whereas, inheritance can be viewed as a low-level process as it works on a genetic level of each individual. The following sections describe in more detail these two processes and how they help to make evolution work.
1.2.1 Natural Selection

The process of natural selection deals with the selection of which individuals from a population reproduce based on their fitness in their current environment. This process works because if an individual is not very fit it will die early or not have the ability to attract a mate. This is known as survival of the fittest.

There is a process known as unnatural selection that has been around for centuries. The major difference between natural and unnatural selection is that in unnatural selection the parents are chosen by people rather than nature. Unnatural selection is mainly used to exaggerate attributes in a species, for example, breeding racehorses, improving the quality of wool from sheep or breeding dogs for different purposes. Both natural selection and unnatural selection work for the same reasons. They both rely upon the fact that offspring tend to inherit attributes from their parents.

The concept of natural selection is commonly attributed to Charles Darwin [28], but it was also discovered independently at the same time by Alfred Russell Wallace [21]. Both had similar experiences that inspired their theories. Darwin on his voyage on the HMS Beagle, while Wallace an expedition to the Amazon. Both are believed to have been inspired by an essay written by Thomas Malthus [95]. In his work, Malthus argues that a population will always outgrow the available resources of an area, and hence competition between those occupying the same area will control the population. In essence, Malthus is saying that those in the population that are better able to acquire, or control, the available resources will prosper, whereas those who are less able will die early through lack of those resources. This in an early example of what would later become known as survival of the fittest. Prior to Darwin and Wallace, some people believed in the concept of evolution, however they had no process for it to work.
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1.2.2 Inheritance and Genetics

Every cell in every living thing contains a blueprint showing how to build the organism. The blueprint is encoded in DNA. The blueprint in each cell is called the Genome. The genome consists of chromosomes and the chromosomes are made up of genes. Each gene defines an attribute of the organism. However, the attributes that are defined are dependent on the species the DNA is in. When a child organism is produced it will contain a combination of the genes of its parents.

Inheritance is the process that allows parents to pass on their attributes to their offspring. This is achieved because the offspring have their parents’ genes. In asexual reproduction the genes of the offspring are only taken from one parent and so tend to be identical to their parents, although mutations do occur. In sexual reproduction the genes of the offspring are a combination of the genes of the parents and so the offspring inherit some attributes from each parent.

In humans each gene has one value from each parent. If both genes have the same value then that value is used, if they are different then one of the genes will be dominant over the other and the dominant value used [30]. Having two values for each gene is known as diploid \(^1\). The presence of a recessive gene in a diploid format enables a species to adapt to changes in the environment more quickly.

Richard Dawkins [30, 31, 32, 33] has written many books on this area. The groundwork for the area of genetics was laid by Gregor Mendel [98] who was a monk in the mid-19th century. However, his work was not widely known until the beginning of the 20th century, it consisted of experiments where he bred pea plants and documented the

\(^1\)Having a single value for each gene is known as haploid while have three values for each gene is known as triploid.
results.

1.3 Genetic Algorithms

GAs have mainly been attributed to John Henry Holland but, as noted by David Fogel[40], other researchers were using methods very similar to GAs before Holland. Fraser [43, 44, 45, 46, 47], Bremermann et al. [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] and Reed et al. [125] were all working on problem solving methods very similar to Holland’s GAs. In fact the use of evolution to solve problems had been suggested in the 1940s by Alan Turing[144].

1.3.1 Genetic Algorithm Terminology

The following are terms that will be used in the rest of this Thesis when referring to GAs.

**Genome** - an encoded set of parameters

**Individual** - a member of the population consisting of a genome and if known the fitness level of the genome.

**Genetic Operator** - a function that takes a number of Genomes and produces a single Genome

**Fitness Function** - a function that takes a Genome and produces a fitness level that represents how well the parameters solve the problem.
1.3.2 Encoding the Solution

For a GA to tackle a problem the parameters for the algorithm need to be encoded in a form that the GA can manipulate (the genome) to produce new solutions that inherit traits from the parents used. While there are many methods for encoding the parameters in a GA there are two methods commonly used.

- Binary Encoding [67]
- Real Encoding [148]

**Binary Encoding**

The parameters for the solution are broken down into a binary string. When the solution is to be fitness tested it has to be decoded from the binary string back into the parameters for the solution. This has the advantages that all the genetic operators are easy to code and understand. It also means that core of the genetic algorithm can be used again and again to tackle different problems with only a need to modify the decoder and the fitness function. Holland [67] suggests that binary encoding should always be used, though it has been criticised by some [145, 3, 103].

**Real Encoding**

The GA operates directly on the parameters for the solution algorithm. No decoding is necessary for the fitness test, it just takes the parameters directly from the genome. This method has the advantage that no decoder is necessary but each GA has to be custom built for the problem it is tackling. Many researchers have used Real Encoding
instead of the Binary Encoding suggested by Holland[67] and achieved good results to problems[103, 105, 140, 148].

Other Encoding Methods

There are many different methods that have been used for storing the parameters for a GA. These include the following

- **Trees** - More commonly used in genetic programming [80].

- **Linear Program Encoding** - An encoding method used to enable a standard GA to evolve programs [147].

1.3.3 Fitness Testing

The fitness test in a GA is the part which decides how well an individual solves a problem. If the genomes of the individuals are encoded using a binary encoding then the fitness function will have to decode them to obtain the parameters to be used.

1.3.4 Reproduction

After each generation has been fitness tested the GA has to produce a new generation. This is achieved through the use of genetic operators. The genetic operators used are the following.

- Selection
• Crossover

• Mutation

Selection Operator

This operator is used to select the parent individuals to be used to produce a new individual. To be effective it has to be biased towards selecting individuals with a high fitness, while still selecting a diverse collection of parents. There are two common methods used for selection strategies for the selection operator.

Roulette Wheel  When the selection operator uses a roulette wheel selection method then the chance of an individual being chosen is directly proportional to the percentage of its fitness compared to the total fitness achieved by the generation. E.g. if an individual scored a fitness of 20 and the generation total was a fitness level of 100 then the chance of selecting the individual would be $\frac{1}{5}$.

Tournament  When the selection operator uses a tournament selection method a number of individuals are selected from the population randomly and the one with the best fitness is then used as the selected individual.

Crossover Operator

Termed the distinguishing feature of GAs[29] this genetic operator takes two genomes and combines them to produce a new genome. Holland has stated that crossover is the main operator of GAs[67]. There are three commonly used methods.
• Single Point

• Multi Point

• Uniform

**Single Point**  Single point crossover picks a break point along the genome and takes the genes from the first genome up to the break point and then uses the genes from the second genome to finish off the new genome. e.g.

\| = Break point

Parent 1 : 0000000|000
Parent 2 : 1111111|111
-----------------------
Child : 0000000|111

**Multi Point**  Similar to the single point crossover but more than one break point is used. e.g.

\| = Break point

Parent 1 : 00000|00|00
Parent 2 : 11111|11|11
-----------------------
Child : 00000|11|00
**Uniform** Each gene to be used in the new genome is picked randomly from the relevant genes from the parents. e.g.

Parent 1 : 0000000000  
Parent 2 : 1111111111  
----------------------  
Child : 0110011101

**Mutation Operator**

The last operator used by GAs is the mutation operator. This operator takes a genome and then mutates random parts of it. So for a binary string each bit would have a small chance of being inverted. The chance of a bit being inverted is called the mutation rate and is usually set to $\frac{1}{n}$ where $n$ is the length of the genome in its encoded form [51].

An example of mutation is as follows

Parent : 0000000000  
----------------------  
Child : 0100000001

**Combination of the Operators**

Goldberg [51] states that individually the operators are of no use. It is not until they are combined that any real benefit is encountered. Simply selecting the better individuals for the next generation would lead to a population consisting of the best individual from the first population. Crossover and mutation on their own do not improve the
individuals, just changes them. But by combining the operators the GA is then capable of improving on each generation.\cite{52}

Initial Populations

The initial population of a GA can be initialised by different methods.

- Random
- Seeded
- Mixed

**Random** The initial population is generated using a pseudo random number generator. This method’s performance has been shown to be affected by the pseudo random number generator used by the GA \cite{22, 101, 102}, but it does keep the initial population mostly unbiased.

**Seeded** The initial population is created from a collection of known solutions to the problem \cite{93}. This method gives the GA a population of good solutions to start with. However this can lead to an initial population that is biased in many ways, which can make it harder for the GA to find the better solutions.

**Mixed** The initial population is created from some seed individuals and the rest of the population is randomly generated. This has been shown to hinder the GA’s abilities \cite{114}. Though no explanation for this was provided it is probably due to the randomly generated individuals being vastly inferior to the seeded individuals.
Elitism

This is a process that enables a GA to carry a selection of a generation forward to the next generation without any changes. This is used to keep the best individuals encountered in the population. The degree of elitism dictates how many individuals are carried forward to the next generation and how many are replaced with new individuals. The higher the degree the more individuals carried forward and the fewer new individuals introduced. The individuals selected to be carried forward are always the ones with the highest fitness level.

Diploid

The majority of research into GAs has been aimed towards the haploid representation shown earlier in this chapter. Research into using diploid representation for GA, both with and without dominance, has shown that diploid shows an improvement over the haploid GAs when the environment being evolved in is unstable. Haploid GAs evolving in a stable environment have been shown to, at worst, perform to the same level as diploid GA [152].

Approximation

The computational effort required to test the fitness of a solution can be large. Grefenstette et al.[56] has shown for some of these problems better results can be obtained by the GA by using an approximation to a fitness test rather than a full evaluation. The advantages of using an approximation is that the time of each fitness test drops and hence more fitness tests can be performed in the same length of time. The disadvantages of
using an approximation though is that accuracy is sacrificed for speed. Approximations have been used with GAs to tackle engineering problems like aircraft design[122] and predicting the feedback of polynomial LFSRs[63]. Jin et al. have produced two surveys on the area of approximations in GAs[71, 72].

There are two basic approaches to approximation in GAs.

- **Functional Approximation**

- **Problem Approximation**

**Functional Approximation** involves constructing an alternate and explicit expression for the fitness function[71, 72]. Using this expression instead of the full fitness function will decrease the time needed by the GA to assess each individual’s fitness.

**Problem Approximation** replaces the problem being tackled with one that is approximately the same but easier for the GA to solve[71, 72]. As the new problem is easier for the GA to solve it can produce a good solution in fewer generations. This will decrease the length of time needed by the GA even if the new problem’s fitness function takes the same length of time as the old problem’s fitness function.

Approximation in GAs has mostly been applied to the following cases

**Where the fitness function would be complex and time consuming.** An example of complex fitness functions commonly approximated is in the area of structural design [57, 89, 79, 60, 108, 134, 113, 70]. When dealing with structures that must have a specific aerodynamic property computational fluid dynamics simulations
would have to be carried out. These simulations can take over ten hours on a high-performance computer.

**Where there is no explicit model to calculate the fitness.** Evolving the design of art or the composition of music has a fitness function that depends on the user. Usually the system interacts with the user to get their opinion [142]. An approximation of the users opinions have been used to help [7, 73].

**Where the environment is noisy.** Without the use of approximation there are two common methods used to tackle the problem of noisy fitness functions. The first is to take multiple samples of the fitness and take the average as the actual fitness [37]. The alternate method used is to average the individual being tested with that of the individual located near to it in the search space [9].

However, with the use of a statistical model to estimate the fitness of neighbouring individuals, the computational cost can be reduced [133, 10].

**Where the fitness function is multi-modal.** An approximation can sometimes be created that smooths out the local minima and still has the global optimum in the same location [90].

There are two main concerns about using approximations in gas. The first is that the GA should converge at the optimum or a near optimum of the conventional fitness function. The second concern is that the computational cost should be reduced as much as possible.

A GA using an approximate model can use one of three methods of evolution control. Evolution control is where some of the individuals are evaluated using the original fitness function rather than the approximation. This helps the GA to avoid false minima (where
the approximation model predicts an optimum solution that does not exist in the original fitness function) [69]. The three methods of evolution control are the following.

**No Evolution Control** The approximate model is high-fidelity and as such does not need any evolution control [7, 124, 73].

**Fixed Evolution Control** There are two approaches to evolution control, individual based [57, 20] and generation based [120, 121].

With individual based evolution control some of the individuals in each generation are tested with the original fitness function. The individuals to be tested with the original fitness function can either be chosen using a random strategy or best strategy [69]. The best strategy re-evaluates the individual, with the best fitness from the approximation, using the original fitness function [57]. The random strategy selects the individuals to be re-evaluated, with the original fitness function, at random [69].

If the computational cost of the original fitness function is high then the individual based evolution control can be carried out in a selected number of generations [20].

With generation based evolution control the entire generation is tested, using the original fitness function, every \( n \) generations [120, 121] (Where \( n \) is a fixed number decided upon before the GA is started).

**Adaptive Evolution Control** As the accuracy of the approximation increases less evolution control needs to occur. With some approximation models it is possible to use the information gained from the evolution control to increase the accuracy of the model. A GA using such an approximation can use an adaptive evolution control that will adjust the amount of control needed based upon the current accuracy of the approximation model.
The trust region network [35] has been suggested as the basis for a method to implement adaptive evolution control [108]. An alternative framework for approximate model management has been suggested and applied to 2 dimensional aerodynamic design optimisation [70].

1.4 Hybrids

It is possible to combine GAs with a secondary method to create a hybrid GA (also referred to as a Memetic algorithm [107]). Hybrid GAs usually consist of a GA combined with either a local search (for a general problem solver) or a heuristic (for a more problem dependant solution) [137].

Hybrid GAs can provide a number of advantages over a standard GA.

**Speed** Quicker convergence to the optimum once the GA has located a promising area in search space.

**Repair** Replacing invalid individuals with similar valid individuals. This is very useful if the crossover operator used does not guarantee to produce a valid individual [112, 68].

**GA functional enhancement** The genetic operators used by a genetic algorithm may be enhanced or replaced with a secondary method. E.g. a neural network may act as a fitness estimator for the fitness function. [64].
1.4.1 Hybrid Architecture

Hybrid GAs can be classified by the way the GA uses the secondary method. Yen et al [151] provided a classification for Hybrid GAs which was enhanced by Sinha et al [137]. Their classification divides hybrid GAs into the following classes. (Note: the classes are not mutually exclusive so a hybrid GA may fit into more than one class, eg. a Postprocessor Pipelined Hybrid usually also fits into the Embedded Initialisation category.)

**Pipelined Hybrids** consist of two distinct sequential stages (the GA and the secondary method) A pipelined hybrid can be one of the following types.

- **Preprocessor:** The GA is used first to locate good locations in search space, these locations are then used to initialise the secondary method.

- **Postprocessor:** The secondary method is used to provide the initial population for the GA [39, 119].

- **Staged:** The GA and the secondary method are interleaved in a loop. First one method will run then the results of that will feed into the other method whose results feed back into the first. For example a GA may produce a new generation which then has a local search performed on each individual and the best one found for each individual searched is put back into the GA’s new population to be selected for crossover and mutation [96, 39].

**Asynchronous Hybrids** The GA and the secondary method run in parallel and store solutions in a shared memory. As each search method deteriorates it is started again from the best solution in the shared memory [139, 38].
Hierarchical Hybrids have multiple levels of optimisation. For example Rogers [129] used a GA / linear regression hierarchical hybrid to evolve function approximation using splines. The GA evolved the basis function while the coefficients that produced the least error were discovered through linear regression.

Embedded Hybrids have the secondary method embedded within part of the GA itself. Embedded Hybrids can be broken down into one of the following sub-categories

- **Initialisation** is where the secondary method is used to generate the initial population for the GA [119, 39].

- **Fitness Evaluation** is where the secondary method is used to evaluate the fitness of an individual. Neural Networks have been a popular secondary method to use for this [64].

- **Crossover** in certain problems may result in invalid individuals being produced (e.g. The Travelling Salesman Problem). A secondary method may be used to generate valid individuals or to repair invalid individuals [149, 128].

- **Mutation** may use a secondary method to generate new individuals in the neighbourhood of the existing individual [51].

- **Special Operators** that use the secondary method may be created that the GA can use as well as or instead of the traditional genetic operators [138].

### 1.4.2 Secondary Methods

Many secondary methods have been used in hybrid GAs. The following list is not exhaustive but gives a good idea of how varied the area of hybrid GAs has become.
Local Search Methods usually operate on an individual solution. The local search moves from a location in search space to a neighbouring location with a higher fitness level. The local search continues moving from neighbour to better neighbour until it reaches a local optimum (i.e. there are no neighbours with a better fitness level) [137]. Local search methods used include

- Newton’s Method [110]
- Steepest Descent [99]
- Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfard and Shanno’s Method [19]
- Powell’s Method [116]
- Conjugate Gradient Method [75]

Simulated Annealing is based on the concept of annealing molten metal [77]. Simulated Annealing works with a single solution and avoids getting trapped in local minima by accepting non-improving moves according to the probability set by the Metropolis criterion [100]. The Metropolis criterion is shown in Equation 1.1 where $\delta f$ is the increase in the function value and $T$ is the control parameter (equivalent to the temperature in the annealing scenario). As the temperature decreases over time so to does the probability of accepting a non-improving move.

$$p = exp \left( \frac{-\delta f}{T} \right)$$ (1.1)

Artificial Neural Networks are inspired by how the brain works. In an artificial neural network nodes (called neurons) are connected with synapses (directed connections). Every synapse has an assigned weight and every neuron has a transfer function (usually either a sigmoid, Heaviside or Gaussian function). The output of
each neuron is calculated by the values of the input synapses (with their weightings taken into account) processed by the transfer function.

GAs have been combined with artificial neural networks to tackle many problems [132, 150]. Sinha et al. groups these hybrids into 5 categories [137].

**Determination of an artificial neural network topology** where the number of layers, neurons and the synapses between neurons are evolved by the GA[59, 61].

**Training of an artificial neural network** where the GA evolves the weights of the synapses between the neurons. This has been shown to produce better results than the traditional training method of error back-propagation [106].

**Selection and generation of training data** where the data set used to train the artificial neural network is evolved by the GA. The training set used has a direct effect on the ability of the artificial neural network to tackle the same problem for different sets of data [127].

**Artificial neural networks for fitness evaluation** replaces the fitness function in the GA with an artificial neural network that has been trained to model the problem being tackled [64].

**Input feature selection** uses a GA to evolve a smaller feature set for the artificial neural network and thus reduces the complexity of the resulting artificial neural network[115, 150].

**Tabu Search** is a discrete optimisation method that avoids getting trapped in local minima by not moving to locations searched recently [48, 49]. Each iteration the tabu search moves to the best solution available in the neighbourhood. Solutions that are encountered frequently or have only recently been encountered are stored
in a tabu list and while in this list are not valid locations for the tabu search to move to. Locations stay in this list for a specified length of time (referred to as the tabu tenure).

Tabu search has been used in GA hybrids as a local search to improve each offspring [39]. Glover et al. suggested the use of a tabu search to provide a strategic oscillation in GAs [50]. The idea being that the GA’s population consists of a combination of feasible and infeasible solutions because depending on the search space it can be easier to reach the global optimum through the infeasible locations in the search space.

**Case-Based Reasoning** is a method used to store previous solutions in a case book. These stored solutions are used as a basis when tackling similar problems in the future. In a hybrid GA with case-based reasoning the GA’s population is seeded with the individuals stored in the case book for similar problems [94, 119].

### 1.4.3 Lamarckian Evolution and Baldwinian Learning

Comparisons can be drawn between hybrid GAs and biological systems [6]. The GA part of the hybrid relates to the evolution of a species while the secondary method relates to the traits learnt by individuals of that species during their lifetime. Hinton et al. have shown that evolution can be guided indirectly by learnt traits of individuals [65]. The mechanism for this indirect guidance is referred to as the Baldwin [5] effect. For learnt traits to affect evolution in nature there has to be strong correlation between the traits learnt and the environment being evolved in. This is not a problem for hybrid GAs where the GA and the secondary method are normally solving the same problem.
There are two mechanisms that can be used to let the secondary method affect the evolution of the GA, Lamarckian\textsuperscript{2} Evolutions and Baldwinian\textsuperscript{3} Learning \cite{65}.

**Lamarckian Evolution** replaces an individual and its fitness after it has been used by the secondary method with the best result returned by the secondary method.

**Baldwinian Learning** replaces only the fitness of an individual after it has been used by the secondary method with the best fitness returned by the secondary method.

Lamarckian evolution is believed to disrupt the exploration capability of the GA and in some cases leads to convergence on local minima \cite{146}. Orvish et al. suggest that Lamarckian evolution is only use once in every 20 trials to avoid these problems \cite{112}.

### 1.4.4 Secondary Method’s Duration

An important question for hybrid GAs is how long to allow the secondary method to run for. Mathias et al. \cite{96} argue that running the secondary method till convergence can have a detrimental effect on the diversity of the GA’s population and can result in a large number of costly fitness function evaluations.

For certain classes of problems the fitness of an individual after a small change can be calculated a lot quicker than calculating it from scratch (e.g. the Row-Based VLSI Layout Problem \cite{110}). Radcliffe et al. called these decomposable functions and argued that hybrid GAs are suitable for tackling these types of problems \cite{118}. Research into the optimal duration for the secondary method of a hybrid GA has so far not produced any clear evidence about the effect on the performance \cite{62, 87}.

\textsuperscript{2}Lamarckian refers to Lamarck\cite{86} an early 19\textsuperscript{th} century biologist

\textsuperscript{3}Baldwinian refers to Baldwin\cite{5} a late 19\textsuperscript{th} century biologist
1.5 Summary

The process of evolution can be broken down into two distinct stages, selection and inheritance. Selection (be it natural selection or unnatural selection) is the process where the parents of the next generation are selected. Inheritance enables the next generation to keep some of the attributes their parents had. These combined with the chance of mutation enables a species to improve and adapt to its surroundings.

As GAs are based on the theory of evolution they too consist of selection and inheritance. The selection is provided by the use of a fitness function to decide how good an individual is and a selection operator to decide which individuals to use as parents for the next generation. The inheritance part for GAs is provided by the encoding method and the crossover operator which helps keep the attributes intact when passed from parents to children.

GAs have been used to tackle many problems including the following:

- Calibrating combustion engines [78].
- Antenna design [91].
- Vehicle Routing [141].
- Evolving Shell sort Sequences [135].
- Congressional Redistricting [42].
- Strip Packing Problems [55].
- Optimisation of wireless systems [66].
Hybrid GAs can improve on the performance achieved by normal GAs. These consist of a GA combined with a secondary method. The types of secondary method and ways that they can be combined with a GA are numerous. The information gathered by the secondary method may be directly recoded back into the GA (Lamarckian Evolution) or may just be used to direct the GAs evolution (Baldwinian Learning).

Many GAs can take a long time to run [57, 89, 79, 60, 108, 134, 113, 70]. Approximation models have been used as fitness functions to improve the performance of these GAs. These approximation models sacrifice accuracy for a increase in the speed of the fitness testing. The rest of this Thesis will look at two new types of fitness functions capable of improving the performance of a GA without sacrificing the accuracy of the GA.
Chapter 2

Motivation

2.1 Introduction

This chapter gives an overview of the work that motivated the rest of the research described in this Thesis. The research in this chapter was undertaken for a project funded by Nortel Networks. The funding for the project was cancelled when Nortel Networks closed their site that was responsible for it. At that point the research was directed towards answering the question posed by this chapter.

Tests were carried out to assess the effect that packet sizes, DiffServ settings and protocols have on delays when transmitting packets across the Internet. This sort of information is needed for assessing the Quality of Service that can be provided between two hosts. Knowing how these settings affect the delay of packets will help to assess the length and quality of the data to be sent. The Quality of Service is mainly of interest when sending real time data, such as sound or video images, where delays over 200ms
produce a noticeable effect on interactive services[117].

2.2 What affects the delay of a packet

There are four common types of delays on networks.

- Transmission Delays
- Propagation Delays
- Processing Delays
- Queueing Delays

2.2.1 Transmission Delay

The transmission delay is the time taken for a packet to be put onto the network by the interface. This is also known as Serialisation Delay. It can be calculated with the formula shown in Equation 2.1.

\[
TransmissionDelay = \frac{PacketSize}{Bandwidth}
\]  

(2.1)

This delay is affected by the bandwidth of the networks and the number of intermediate nodes in the route the packet takes. If there are a lot of low bandwidth networks in the route then the transmission delay will be high, the more intermediate nodes there are the higher the transmission delay will be. The transmission delay usually contributes a negligible delay to the overall delay of a packet [27].
2.2.2 Propagation Delay

The propagation delay is the time taken for the packet to travel the length of the network. It can be calculated using the formula shown in Equation 2.2.

\[
PropagationDelay = \frac{Distance}{SpeedOfLight}
\]  

(2.2)

This delay is affected by the distance travelled by the packet. The more direct a route the lower this delay will be. For networking purposes the Speed Of Light is counted as \(2 \times 10^8\) instead of \(3 \times 10^8\). This is due to the fact the signal is travelling through a physical medium and not through a vacuum [27].

2.2.3 Processing Delay

The processing delay is the time taken for a network device to examine a packet and decide what to do with it. This delay depends on the device processing the packet. The more nodes in a route, the more processing delay that will be included in the overall delay [27].

2.2.4 Queueing Delay

The queueing delay is the delay caused by the packet sitting in a queue waiting to be processed by a network device. If the queue is full when the packet arrives, it will get dropped. This delay is the least consistent of the delays, as it depends on the amount of traffic on the networks. This is where the majority of variation in delay times come
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The following experiments were carried out to assess the amount of control a host has over the way packets travel to their destination over the Internet.

- Varying Packet Size
- Varying DiffServ Priority
- Varying Protocol (TCP vs UDP)

2.4 Equipment

The experiments were carried out using a Sun Sparc 4 workstation connected to the Internet through a 10Mb/s switched Ethernet connection. The test scripts were written in Python (Version 1.5.2) and used Traceroute (Version 6.0 Gold) and TCPtraceroute (Version 1.2). As delays from these programs are the round trip times, the results were halved to represent the estimated delay for the journey of the packet to its destination. All experiments only had one packet on the network at a time so there would be no interference from the test script itself.

Two versions of the Traceroute program were used, the standard Traceroute program uses the UDP protocol while TCPtraceroute uses the TCP protocol. Traceroute detects the path that is used to connect two hosts together across an IP network (in this case
the Internet). It works by sending multiple packets to the destination host, the first packet has a Time To Live of 1 and at the first hop in the route the packet times out and the sending host is informed when and where the packet has timed out. The second packet has a Time To Live of 2 and at the second hop in the route the packet times out and the sending host is informed of when and where the packet has timed out. The Traceroute program can use this information to display the route taken and how long each step in the trip took. It is important to note that as the measurements have to be taken by sending packets and waiting for the return packet Traceroute will actually have an effect on the traffic of the network, though this effect will be small.

### 2.4.1 Destinations used in the tests

Table 2.1 shows a list of destinations used for the experiments. The IP address and host name is given along with their physical location and the maximum transmission unit (MTU) size. The MTU’s were obtained using Traceroute.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Host Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>MTU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>216.115.108.245</td>
<td>img5.yahoo.com</td>
<td>San Jose, USA</td>
<td>1492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194.135.30.46</td>
<td>weblist.ru</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>1492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.181.0.31</td>
<td>DANDELION-PATCH.MIT.EDU</td>
<td>MIT</td>
<td>1492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>195.162.250.2</td>
<td>webserver1.absolute-sports.de</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202.33.28.186</td>
<td>ns.square.co.jp</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>1492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>212.219.56.146</td>
<td>chandra.mirror.ac.uk</td>
<td>UK</td>
<td>1492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217.12.6.16</td>
<td>dial1.lng.yahoo.com</td>
<td>London, UK</td>
<td>1492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217.12.6.17</td>
<td>dial2.lng.yahoo.com</td>
<td>London, UK</td>
<td>1492</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These destinations were chosen based upon their locations. The first 5 destinations enable the packet configurations to be assessed over different physical networks and determine if the settings of the packets gave consistent results when travelling over different routes. The last 3 destinations enable the packet configurations to be assessed over routes that share a majority of underlying networks.

2.5 Varying Packet Size

This test was to examine the effect on delays of changing the packet size. Theoretically, the smaller the packet size the smaller the delay for an individual packet. However there would be more packets required to transmit the same amount of data. For messages larger than a single packet, the larger packet sizes usually result in a more efficient data transmission as fewer packets are being sent. However if the data being transmitted is real time data then there would be an additional delay for each packet for the time taken to acquire the data to be sent, hence the smaller the packet the lower the acquisition delay for each packet.

2.5.1 Algorithm Used

The algorithm used in the test script is shown in Algorithm 1. The packet size includes the header data.

The algorithm waits for each instance of traceroute to complete before starting the next which resulted in approximately 15 minutes between each reading for each packet size.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm to test the effect on delay by varying packets size

\[ D = \text{img5.yahoo.com (216.115.108.245)} \]

\[
\text{loop}
\]

\[
\text{for } x = 40 \text{ to } 1500 \text{ do}
\]

\[
\text{call traceroute with } D \text{ and packet size of } x
\]

\[
\text{log date, time and delay}
\]

\[
\text{end for}
\]

\[
\text{end loop}
\]

2.5.2 Results

At the start of the graph shown in Figure 2.1 the small and medium size packets have a drop in their delay time, this is not present to the same degree for the large size packets. Otherwise the delay for all of the three packet sizes shown is very similar, with the 1500B packets taking longer than the 750B packets. It is interesting to note that the 750B packets do not always take longer than the 40B packets. The 1500B packet will be fragmented as it is larger than the MTU for the route, this helps explain why it does not show the same reduction in the delay as the other packet sizes.

This graph demonstrates why it is important to test the settings over a long period of time. If the decision on the best packet size to be used was made at the start of the test period where there is a large trough (probably caused by a lower than normal load on the intervening networks in the route) then the packet size of 40B would be chosen, which at times performs worse than 750B packets.
Figure 2.1: Delay of packets to img5.yahoo.com (216.115.108.245), San Jose, between the 10th October and the 28th October 2001. Packet sizes of 40B, 750B and 1500B shown

2.5.3 Summary

The majority of the time there is very little difference between the delay on the packet sizes, 2ms or 3ms and at the most 10ms (with the exception of the 1500B packet in Figure 2.1). This indicates that the majority of delay comes from propagation delay, processing delays and queueing delays as these are the only ones left after eliminating packet size (Transmission Delay). The only times that major differences occur is where the delay time for the 1500B packets in Figure 2.1 do not drop when the other packets
do. This is best explained by the 1500B packet being too big for the networks that it needs to travel through. As the MTU is 1492B for the route used, the packet would have to be fragmented to pass through. This would result in a delay for the multiple packets to be transmitted and recombined. While only one site has been used as the destination in this experiment the results of the experiment show that changes in the packet size do not always affect the delay as would be expected.

2.6 Priority using DiffServ

This test was designed to see if there is a difference in the delay on packets depending on the settings of the DiffServ bits in the packet header.

2.6.1 Algorithm Used

The algorithm used to test the effect that DiffServ has on delays is shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{algorithmic}
\STATE loop
\FOR {\textbf{D} in destinations}
\FOR {\textbf{P} = 0 to 255}
\STATE call traceroute with \textbf{D} and priority setting of \textbf{P}
\STATE log date, time, priority and delay
\ENDFOR
\ENDFOR
\ENDloop
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}
2.6.2 Mapping from Traceroute to DiffServ

The DiffServ bits are an octet passed to traceroute, the value is between 0 and 255. This is mapped to the equivalent DiffServ settings using the following method. Bits 0,1,2 are the class. Bits 3,4,5 are the priority within each class. Bits 6 and 7 are not used in the DiffServ protocol at the time of writing.

2.6.3 Results

The following graphs all show the propagation delay expected for a packet travelling from the source host to the destination shown at the bottom of the graph. The transmission delay is negligible and makes very little difference to the result. The difference between the propagation delay and the actual delay comes from queueing delays and processing delays.
Figure 2.2: The best results for each of the 8 different classes between 19th January and 7th February 2002 to weblist.ru (194.135.30.46), Russia

The graph in Figure 2.2 shows the best of the priorities for each class going to weblist.ru (194.135.30.46), Russia. At any time there is a class and priority setting which has a delay below 50ms but some of them only stay below this level for some of the time and none of them stay below it all the time.
Figure 2.3: Delay of packets to dial1.lng.yahoo.com (217.12.6.16), London, showing priority 7 for all 8 different classes.

The graph in Figure 2.3 shows that during the stable period only class 2, 3 and 4 stand out from the others, by having peaks which are large when compared to the other classes, while the rest of the classes only suffer a small delay. The spikes that appears on the graphs shown in figures 2.3 and 2.4 all appear around the 29\textsuperscript{th} January 2002. The spikes were most likely caused by a problem on a network in the routes involved (either heavy use or equipment failure). It does however illustrate the need to assess the packets configuration over at least two weeks.
Once the delays start to settle down after the first part of the graph, shown in Figure 2.4, there is very little difference between the classes. Class 1 and Class 4 are the only ones to stand out as they have peaks in the later part of the graph.

2.6.4 Summary

The delays to weblist.ru (194.135.30.46), Russia, seem to be fairly unstable as no class gives a consistent delay.

The delays to dial1.lng.yahoo.com (217.12.6.16), London, get the better results using class 0, 4, 5, 6 and 7. Class 7 gets the best result of all, for both consistency and actual
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delay times.

The delays to dial2.lng.yahoo.com (217.12.6.17), London, get the better results using class 0, 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7. Class 6 gets the best result for both consistency and actual delay times. The results for classes 1, 2, 3 are different to dial1.lng.yahoo.com (217.12.6.16) which is surprising as both hosts are on the same network. Class 0 is the only class which gives a consistently good result. It is interesting to note that Class 0 is the default setting for the class and so leaving the default settings for packets is probably better than guessing at a DiffServ setting.

Changing the DiffServ settings on the packets certainly makes a difference to the delay and in some cases it can make a large difference. More testing on this needs to be done to understand why the results for the two destinations on the same network gave very different answers in some cases and to see if good settings for a destination vary with time, or if good settings vary as the destination varies. It is interesting to note that there seems to be almost always a setting which gives acceptably low delays to any given destination.

2.7 Different Protocols

This test was designed to see if there is a difference in delay between sending packets using different protocols. TCP and UDP were compared to see if they have different times in their delays.
2.7.1 Algorithm Used

The algorithm used to test the effect that the use of TCP and UDP has on the delay on packets is shown in Algorithm 3.

\textbf{Algorithm 3} Algorithm to test the effect TCP and UDP have on delays

\begin{verbatim}
loop
  for D in destinations do
    call traceroute with D
    log date, time, protocol (UDP) and delay
    call TCPtraceroute with D
    log date, time, protocol (TCP) and delay
  end for
end loop
\end{verbatim}
2.7.2 Results

Figure 2.5: UDP and TCP times to DANDELION-PATCH.MIT.EDU (18.181.0.31), East Coast USA.

The graph in Figure 2.5 shows both the protocols have similar delays, neither one stands out as being better.
Figure 2.6: UDP and TCP times to webserver1.absolute-sports.de (195.162.250.2), Germany.

The graph in Figure 2.6 shows that again the sizes are close together, it is interesting to note that the lines for the TCP protocol have delays slightly below those of their UDP counterparts.
Figure 2.7: UDP and TCP times to ns.square.co.jp (202.33.28.186), Japan.

The graph in Figure 2.7 shows the delays for the different protocols are similar. Every now and again the TCP delays are slightly better than the delays for the UDP.
The graph in Figure 2.8 shows that again the TCP packets seem to do marginally better than their UDP counterparts.

2.7.3 Summary

The delays on the TCP and UDP packets are very similar and are usually within 10ms of each other. This would indicate that using a different protocol does not help to avoid most of the delays, the only effect on delay would be a difference in the processing as it might be slightly quicker to process one type of packet than another.
It is interesting to note that while it is usually slightly better to use TCP there is no indication whether this affects the time taken to send large amounts of data. Also the TCP might have been affected by the fact that a UDP packet had just been sent to the same destination previously. If the difference in the delays had been greater then it would have been beneficial to rerun the test with the order reversed (TCP then UDP). As the difference between the protocol was small the suggested benefits did not warrant running the test with the order reversed.

2.8 Optimising packet configuration with a Genetic Algorithm

This Section looks at how a standard GA could be applied to the problem of optimising the configuration of a packet for a specific route.

2.8.1 What needs optimising?

The results from the previous Sections in this Chapter suggest that the DiffServ settings have the greatest effect on the delay of a packet, so the GA should optimise those settings. The GA will also need to optimise the packet size settings as well as the DiffServ Settings if the networks in the route do not support the method described in RFC 1191 [104] for discovering the MTU.


2.8.2 Genome Length

Assuming that a binary encoding is used the genome will need 6 bits to encode the DiffServ parameter and 11 bits to encode the packet length to be used. This results in a genome with a total length of 17 bits.

2.8.3 Fitness Testing

Due to the Internet being a noisy environment the fitness test for each individual will need to take place over a period of at least a week. Reducing the length of the fitness test will increase the risk that the individuals’ fitness levels would not be a true indication of its ability to solve the problem at other periods. Increasing the period to longer than a week would be preferable as this will help reduce the effect of the noisy environment being evolved in. Two weeks is a reasonable length of time to test an individual’s fitness over and so will be used as the length of the fitness test in the calculations in the next section.

2.8.4 Running Time Span

With a genome length of 17 bits there are 131072 possible combinations. To brute force all possible individuals would take over 5041 years to complete. A GA using a population size of 60 that was run for 400 generations would only take 923 years. The GA takes less time to run than the brute force option but 923 years is still far too long to be of any use as a solution to this problem.

A possible optimisation in the fitness testing of individuals is that a number of
individuals could be checked in the same two week period by cycling through them (Note that this would reduce the number of times the route would be checked for each individual and as such would increase the effect that the noisy environment would have on the individuals fitness level). Assuming that 60 individuals could be tested in the same two week period the length of time it would take to run the GA for 400 generations would be over 15 years.

Increasing the number of individuals that can be tested in the same 2 week period beyond 60 will not reduce the length of time it takes the GA to run for 400 generations but would increase the size of the population that the GA can use without increasing the time taken to test a generation.

Using a GA instead of a brute force method reduces the running time span greatly but it does not reduce the time enough to be an acceptable method to solve this problem.

2.9 Overall Conclusions

Of all the tests carried out the greatest differences were due to the DiffServ settings, however these were not consistent across all tests.

The packet size plays a small part in the delay, but it seems best to use the largest packet size as possible as this reduces the number of packets and hence the number of headers that need sending.

The DiffServ bits give the greatest hope for some control over the delay on packets, unfortunately there does not seem to be a specific setting which performs well to all destinations. There may be a setting which performs well to a specific host and this
might stay constant, though these settings would need to be discovered for each host
the packet is being sent to. More research needs to be carried out into this to deter-
mine exactly what the effect of the DiffServ bits have on a packet’s delay and in what
circumstances.

The TCP and UDP test show that TCP packets are usually marginally faster than
packets being sent using UDP.

To get a long term view of the performance of a specific configuration of a packet,
the configuration would have to be tested for at least two weeks due to the constantly
changing nature of the Internet. After completing these tests and the length of the
fitness test that would be needed if a GA was applied to the problem became apparent the
question was posed “How could genetic algorithms be improved to decrease the length
of time needed to evolve an acceptable solution?”. The rest of this Thesis introduces
and investigates two methods that improve the performance and efficiency of GAs which
could be applied to this problem to answer the question posed.
Chapter 3

Population Sizes and Level of Elitism

3.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates the effect that population size and the level of elitism has on the efficiency and performance of GAs. Section 3.3 describes the test problems used to analyse the effects that population sizes and the level of elitism have on a GA tackling problems with different degrees of difficulty. Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 examine the effects that population sizes have on the performance of a GA. Section 3.5.4 examines the effects that population sizes have on the efficiency of a GA. Finally section 3.5.5 examines the effects that the level of elitism has on a GA.
3.2 Efficiency and Performance

The definition of the efficiency of a GA used in this Thesis is shown in Equation 3.1. This measure of efficiency for a GA is useful when assessing how much time a GA has used up calculating the fitness of known locations in search space. As the efficiency of the GA improves the number of locations in search space that have been searched also improves or the time taken to search those locations reduced.

\[
Efficiency = \frac{Locations \ In \ Search \ Space \ Searched}{Time} \quad (3.1)
\]

The definition of the performance of a GA used in this Thesis is shown in Equation 3.2. With this performance measure it will be possible to see if a change to a GA increases or decreases the level of fitness it can achieve in a specific length of time.

\[
Performance = \frac{Fitness}{Time} \quad (3.2)
\]

With respect to fitness functions that take a long time to compute, improving the performance of a GA is more important than improving the efficiency of the GA. The overall aim of a GA is to gain as high a level of fitness as possible in the available time. Improving the GAs efficiency by increasing the area of search space that has been searched does not guarantee an improvement in the performance of the GA. Reducing the length of time that a GA takes to get to the same level of fitness will improve both the performance and efficiency of the GA.
3.3 Test Problems

The following are the three basic test problems that have been used to examine the performance of GAs:

- One Max Problem [51, 40]
- Deceptive Trap Functions [51]
- GA Hard Problem

These three problems present three different degrees of difficulty for a GA. The One Max problem is an easy problem for GAs to tackle, while the Deceptive Trap problem is more difficult for a GA to solve. The GA Hard problem is even harder than the Deceptive Trap problem for a GA to solve\(^1\), due to the excessive amounts of local minima. Each GA setting will be tested on all three problems to examine how the difficulty of a problem affects the efficiency and performance of the GA.

3.3.1 One Max Problem

The One Max Problem is an easy problem for GAs to tackle, due to the smooth hill it presents. This makes it very useful for examining the effects of changes made to a GA.

The One Max Problem consists of evolving a bit string of a specific length, the more ones in the bit string the higher the fitness of that bit string. The standard fitness

\(^1\)The GA Hard Problem is configurable in its level of difficulty, the parameters used throughout the work in this Thesis are shown in Section 3.3.3
function for the one max problem is defined as the following, where \( l \) is the length of the bit string and \( x \) is the bit string being tested.

\[
f(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{l} x_i
\]

The length of the bit string (\( l \)) used for the One Max Problem was 1000 bits, this gives a maximum achievable fitness level of 1000. As the One Max Problem is an easy problem for GAs to tackle a large size of bit string was selected to stop the GA solving the problem in the early generations.

### 3.3.2 Deceptive Trap Functions

Deceptive Trap Functions are a difficult problem for GAs to tackle\[23, 54\]. This makes them a good function to use as a fitness function to examine the performance of a GA, especially for examining the effects population sizes have on a GA’s performance\[23, 54\]. An example of a 4 bit trap function is shown in Figure 3.1. It is similar to a One Max Problem except that the greatest available score is for a bit string consisting of all 0s.
To make the problem hard enough to test the GA twenty of these problems were concatenated together, which gives a genome length of 80 bits. So the bit string is split up into 20 blocks, with each block 4 bits in length. This total scored by the 20 blocks is the fitness of the individual being tested. The maximum score for this test is a fitness of 100.

The big difference between the One Max Problem and the Deceptive Trap Functions is that the GA tackling the One Max Problem is always pointed in the correct search direction by the individuals’ fitness levels, while the GA tackling the Deceptive Trap Functions is not always pointed in the correct search direction by the individuals’ fitness.
3.3.3 GA Hard Problem

The GA Hard Problem is a function that has been designed at Loughborough University to be configurable in the level of difficulty it poses to a GA. An individual is mapped into an array, $i$, which consists of a number of eight bit integers. The array is then used to calculate the distance from a point $C$, coordinates $c_k$, using Equation 3.3. The result of Equation 3.3 is then used in Equation 3.4 to calculate a fitness value for the individual. An example of the surface produced by this Equation is shown in Figure 3.2.

$$\text{dist} = \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{dim} (i_k - c_k)^2}$$

(3.3)

$$\text{Fitness} = 10 \times \cos\left(2 \times \pi \times \frac{\text{dist}}{\text{rad}} \times \text{amp} \times \left(2 \times \frac{\text{dist}}{\text{amp}}\right) + \text{height} \times \left(2 \times \frac{\text{dist}}{\text{amp}}\right)\right)$$

(3.4)

The parameters used in the equation were selected by a process of trial and error. The trials consisted of plotting the graphs of the hills produced by the parameters being tested and then testing those that produced a hill with a large number of local minima on a standard GA. The parameters were selected so that the GA could improve in the early generations but as the GA approached the maximum it found it harder to improve.

The Number of dimensions ($dim$) parameter adjusts the size of the genome needed to tackle the equation. Increasing this value increases the size of the genome needed.
The Radius ($rad$) parameter adjusts the frequency of the troughs. Increasing this value decreases the frequency of the troughs.

The Height parameter adjust the base height of the hill. The higher the value the higher the hill will be based. This parameter is useful for some systems that have problems with negative fitness values as it allows the base height of the hill to be raised to avoid them.

The Amplitude ($amp$) parameter adjusts the base depth of the troughs. Increasing this value increases the maximum depth of the troughs.

The Height Half Life ($hhl$) parameter adjusts how quickly the height of the hill approaches the base of the hill. Decreasing this value increases the rate that the hill’s height approaches the base.

The Amplitude Half Life ($ahl$) adjusts the decay of the depth of the troughs on the hill. Increasing this value reduces the rate decay.

The parameters chosen to be used in the tests are shown in Table 3.1. These parameters were selected by a process of trial and error as described earlier in this Section.
Table 3.1: Default Parameters for the GA Hard Problem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Default Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$dim$</td>
<td>Number of Dimensions</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Rad$</td>
<td>Radius</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$height$</td>
<td>Height</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$amp$</td>
<td>Amplitude</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$hhl$</td>
<td>Height Half Life</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$ahl$</td>
<td>Amplitude Half Life</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.2: An example of the type of hill produced by the GA Hard Problem using the default parameters.
As can be seen in Figure 3.2 the GA Hard Problem, using the default parameters, has so many local minima that it is very hard for a GA to evolve without getting trapped in one. The GA Hard Problem was configured to be the hardest of the three test problems. The highest achievable level of fitness for the GA Hard Problem is 125.

3.4 Experiments

Four sets of experiments were undertaken to assess the following

- Population Sizes and their Effects on Performance
- Population Sizes and their Effects on Performance Using a Different Model of Elitism
- Population Sizes and their Effects on Efficiency
- Elitism Levels and their Effects on Performance

The effect of elitism levels on the efficiency of a GA has not been included in this set of experiments as the more individuals carried forward to the next generation reduces the number of new individuals that can be present in the next generation. Thus increasing the level of elitism reduces the efficiency of the GA. As this is known an experiment is not needed to assess it.
3.4.1 Elitism Levels Used

The GAs used in the three following sets of experiments are based on De Jong’s Simple Elitist Genetic Algorithm[34] which carries the best individual forward to the next generation.

- Population Sizes and their Effects on Performance
- Population Sizes and their Effects on Efficiency
- Elitism Levels and their Effects on Performance

The effect of increasing the number of individuals carried forward has on the GA using a population size of 6 is investigated in the “Elitism Levels and their Effects on Performance” experiment (See Sections 3.4.5 and 3.5.5).

The “Population Sizes and their Effects on Performance Using a Different Model of Elitism” set of experiments investigates the effects population size has on a GA which is carrying a percentage of the best individuals forward to the next generation.

3.4.2 Population Sizes and their Effects on Performance

A comparison of a GA using three different population sizes (6, 60 and 600) was performed against the three test problems. The number of generations was inversely proportional to the number of individuals in the population, so each run took approximately the same length of time. The GA was tested on all three of the basic test problems to see how the difficulty of the problem affected the performance of the GA. On all three problems the GA used elitism (at a level of 1, i.e. only the best individual was carried
forwards to the new population). The GA used a mutation rate of $\frac{1}{n}$ and single point crossover.

For all three problems the GA was run 50 times with a population size of 6, then run another 50 times with a population size of 60 and then run another 50 times with a population size of 600. Each population size used the same set of 50 seeds for the pseudo random number generator. The GA with a population size of 6 was run for 4000 generations, the GA with a population size of 60 was run for 400 generations and the GA with a population size of 600 was run for 40 generations. This resulted in all three population sizes taking approximately the same length of time to run.

3.4.3 Population Sizes and their Effects on Performance Using a Different Model of Elitism

The second set of experiments assessed the effect that using a different model of elitism would have on the performance of a GA.

A GA was configured to carry the best $\frac{1}{6}$ of the population forward to the next generation. A comparison of a GA using three different population sizes (6, 60 and 600) was performed against the three test problems. The number of generations was inversely proportional to the number of individuals in the population, so each run took approximately the same length of time. All three of the basic test problems were tackled by the GAs to assess how the difficulty of the problem affected the performance of the GA. The GA used a mutation rate of $\frac{1}{n}$ and single point crossover.
3.4.4 Population Sizes and their Effects on Efficiency

The third set of experiments assessed the effect that population size has on the efficiency of the GA. A GA was run 50 times using three different population sizes (6, 60 and 600) against each of the test problems. The number of generations was inversely proportional to the number of individuals in the population, so each run took approximately the same length of time. The number of locations in search space searched was recorded as an indication of how efficient the GA was with each population size. The GA was tested on all three of the basic test problems to see how the difficulty of the problem affected the efficiency of the GA. On all three problems the GA used elitism (at a level of 1). The GA used single point crossover and had a mutation rate of $\frac{1}{n}$ (where $n$ is the length of the genome). The mutation rate of $\frac{1}{n}$ has been selected based on the results of Ochoa [111].

For all three problems the GA was run 50 times with each of the three population sizes (6, 60 and 600). Each population size used the same set of 50 seeds for the pseudo random number generator. The GA with a population size of 6 was run for 4000 generations, the GA with a population size of 60 was run for 400 generations and the GA with a population size of 600 was run for 40 generations. This resulted in all three population sizes taking approximately the same length of time to run.

3.4.5 Elitism Levels and their Effects on Performance

The fourth set of experiments compared the effects that increasing the number of individuals carried forward had on the GA. For each level of elitism the GA was run against the three test problems. The levels of elitism used were
No individuals carried forward,

One individual carried forward (An elitism level of 1),

Two individuals carried forward (An elitism level of 2),

Three individuals carried forward (An elitism level of 3)

On all three problems the GA had a population size of 6, used a mutation rate of $\frac{1}{n}$ and single point crossover. The population size was chosen based on the results of the first three experiments (see Sections 3.4.2 to 3.4.4 and 3.5.1 – 3.5.4).

For all three problems the GA was run 50 times with no elitism, then run 50 times with an elitism level of one, then run 50 times with an elitism level of 2 and then run 50 times with an elitism level of 3. Each level of elitism and the run with no elitism used the same set of 50 seeds for the pseudo random number generator.

3.5 Results

The following sections (3.5.1 – 3.5.5) contain a summary of the results of the experiments. Appendix B contains a full set of results. The average fitness levels shown in the graphs in the rest of this chapter are the average of the best fitness level achieved for each of the 50 runs.

3.5.1 Population Sizes and their Effects on Performance

This section shows and discusses the results of the experiments examining the effects of population sizes on the performance of the GA.
One Max Problem

The following graphs show the results of the runs of the GA, with the varying population sizes, against the One Max Problem.

Figure 3.3: Average Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the three different population sizes, shown against generations

The graph in Figure 3.3 shows the average best fitness of all three population sizes. They are shown against generations to show the difference in the number of generations the different population sizes can evolve for in the same length of time. While the higher population sizes do marginally better to start with, the population size of 6 manages to improve its fitness to a higher level than the other population sizes with the extra
generations it can achieve in the time available to it. It is interesting to note that the population size of 6 performs better than the population size of 60 within the same number of generations, this is discussed later.

![Average Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the three different population sizes, shown against time](image)

Figure 3.4: Average Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the three different population sizes, shown against time

The graph in Figure 3.4 shows the average best fitness of all three population sizes. They are shown against the time taken to run the GA. This graph shows that the population size of 6 does better than the higher population sizes when compared on time taken.
Table 3.2: Average fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, of the three different population sizes tested

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population Size</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 Generations</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Generations</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000 Generations</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2 shows the average fitness levels of the three different population sizes at forty, four hundred and four thousand generations. While at 40 Generations the best results is that of the GA with a population size of 600 followed by that of the GA with a population size of 60 and the population size 6 performing the worst.

The GA with a population size of 600 has used up all the time available to it by the 40th generation and as such has not been able to improve on its fitness level of 576. The GA with a population size of 60 has reached a fitness level of 649 but the GA with a population size of 6 has produced a fitness level of 676. This is interesting as the lower population size has achieved a higher fitness level than the population size of 60 in the same number of generations, which will have taken it \( \frac{1}{10} \) of the time to run. This result is counter intuitive and will need to be researched more to understand why it occurs.

The GA with a population size of 60 has used up all the time available to it by the 400th generation and as such has not been able to improve on its fitness level. At its 4000th generation the GA with a population size of 6 has reached the highest fitness achieved.
Deceptive Trap Functions

The following graph show the results of the runs of the GA, with the varying population sizes, with the Deceptive Trap Function as a fitness function.

Figure 3.5: Average Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for all three population sizes, shown against time

The graph in Figure 3.5 shows the average fitness of all three population sizes against the time taken to run the GA. Again the population size of 6 performs better than the higher population sizes in a set length of time.
Table 3.3: Average fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, of the three different population sizes tested

Table 3.3 shows that after all three population sizes had evolved for 40 generations the population size of 600 had achieved the highest fitness level.

The GA with a population size of 600 has used up all of the time available to it by 40 generations and never reaches 400 generations. So it has not been able to improve upon its fitness level of 79. Both the GAs using a population size of 6 and 60 have overtaken it at this stage. At the 400 generation stage the GA with a population size of 6 has also overtaken the GA with a population size of 60. It is important to remember that the GA with a population size of 6 has taken $\frac{1}{10}$ of the time that the GA with a population size of 60 has taken to get to this stage.

The GA with a population size of 60 has used up all the time available to it by 400 generations and never reaches 4000 generations. So it has not been able to improve upon its fitness level. The GA with a population size of 6 has been able to improve slightly again, reaching the fitness level of 84, which is the highest encountered.

The best run for the GA with a population size of 6 reached the maximum possible fitness level in the 95th generation. The best run for the GA with a population size of 60 reached the maximum possible fitness level in the 45th generation. While this is a
difference of 50 generations, the best run of the GA with a population size of 6 reached the maximum fitness level in 3% of the time available to it while the best run of the GA with a population size of 60 reached the maximum possible fitness level in 12% of the available time.

**GA Hard Problem**

The following graph shows the results of the runs of the GA, with the varying population sizes, against the GA Hard Problem. The default parameters were used for the GA Hard Problem.

![Graph showing average fitness levels for different population sizes](image)

Figure 3.6: Average Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the three different population sizes, shown against time
The graph in Figure 3.6 shows the average fitness of all three population sizes. They are shown against the time taken to run the GA. This graph shows that the population size of 6 actually reaches the level that all the population sizes get stuck on first, while the higher population sizes take longer to get there.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population Size</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 Generations</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Generations</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000 Generations</td>
<td>105</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.4: Average fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, of the three different population sizes tested

Table 3.4 shows the fitness levels achieved by the GA with the three different population sizes after 40, 400 and 4000 generations. After 40 generations the GAs with a population size of 60 and 600 have achieved the same level of fitness. The population size of 6 has achieved an almost equal level of fitness.

The GA with a population size of 600 has used up all the time available to it by the 40th generation so never manages to improve on the fitness level of 100. Both the GAs with a population size 6 and 60 had achieved almost the same level of fitness by their 400th generation.

The GA with a population size of 60 has used up all the time available to it by its 400th generation so never manages to improve its fitness level above 105. The GA with a population size of 6 failed to achieve a higher level of fitness despite having enough time to run for 4000 generations.
Summary

On all three of the problems the GA using a population size of 6 performed best, on the One Max Problem and the Deceptive Trap Functions the GA with a population size of 6 scored a higher fitness value than the other two population sizes within the time limit. The GA tackling the GA Hard Problem achieved the same level of fitness with all three population sizes within the time limit but the population size of 6 reached there first.

It is interesting to note that the GA tackling the Deceptive Trap Functions managed to achieve maximum fitness on at least one of the runs when using a population size of 6 or 60 but failed when using a population size of 600. The earliest the population size of 6 achieved the maximum was on its 95th generation while the earliest the population size of 60 achieved the maximum fitness level was on its 45th Generation. It is important to remember that when the GA using a population size of 60 has reached its 45th generation the GA using a population size of 6 has reached its 450th generation.

The results show that smaller population sizes run for more generations have a better performance than a GA using a larger population size for fewer generations. This shows that when the GA is running in a fixed length of time the number of generations is more important than the population size.

3.5.2 Population Sizes and their Effects on Performance Using a Different Model of Elitism

This section shows and discusses the results of the experiments (see section 3.4.3) testing the effects of population sizes on the performance of the GA when a different model of
elitism is used.

**One Max Problem**

The results of the experiments on the One Max Problem are shown in Figure 3.7 and Table 3.5. The graph in Figure 3.7 shows the average best fitness levels for the population sizes against time. Table 3.5 shows the average best fitness level achieved by each of the population sizes at 40 and 400 generations.

![Graph showing average fitness levels for different population sizes](image)

**Figure 3.7:** Average fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the three different population sizes, shown against time

The graph shown in Figure 3.7 shows that for the One Max Problem a population size 6 outperforms a population size of 60 and 600. Compared to the results shown in Figure 3.4 the population sizes of 60 and 600 have performed better, but they are still
a good distance behind the results for the population size of 6.

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Population Size} & 6 & 60 & 600 \\
\hline
\text{40 Generations} & 557 & 595 & 590 \\
\hline
\text{400 Generations} & 676 & 701 & - \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

Table 3.5: Average fitness levels, of the best of 50 runs of the three population sizes tested

Table 3.5 shows the average best fitness levels achieved by the different population sizes at 40 and 400 generations. In Table 3.2 at 400 generations the population size of 6 had achieved a higher average best fitness level than that of the population size of 60 at 400 generations. This configuration of GA which carries the best \( \frac{1}{6} \) forward to the next population showed a similar anomaly, where the population size of 60 has a higher average best fitness level than the population size of 600 at 40 generations. This suggests that the anomaly is related to the elitism levels the GAs are using.

**Deceptive Trap Functions**

The results of the experiments on the Deceptive Trap Functions are shown in Figure 3.8 and Table 3.6. Figure 3.8 shows the average best fitness levels for the population sizes against time, while Table 3.6 shows the average best fitness level achieved by each of the population sizes at 40 and 400 generations.
Figure 3.8: Average fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the three different population sizes, shown against time.

Figure 3.8 shows that for the GA tackling the Deceptive Trap Functions The population size of 60 outperforms the population sizes of 6 and 600. The population size of 6 performs better than the population size of 60 in the early stages, but as the time the GA has been evolving for increases the population size of 60 overtakes it.

Again compared to the results shown in Figure 3.5 the population sizes of 60 and 600 have performed better. Though the population size of 600 still does not perform as well as the population sizes of 6 and 60.
Table 3.6: Average fitness levels, of the best of 50 runs of the three population sizes tested

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population Size</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 Generations</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Generations</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6 shows the average best fitness levels achieved by the different population sizes at 40 and 400 generations. Section 3.3 shows an anomaly where the population size of 6 had achieved a higher average best fitness level than the population size of 60. This anomaly is not present in the results for this configuration of GA.

**GA Hard Problem**

The results of the experiments on the GA Hard Problem are shown in the graph in Figure 3.9 and Table 3.7. The graph in Figure 3.9 shows the average best fitness levels for the population sizes against time, while Table 3.7 shows the average best fitness level achieved by each of the population sizes at 40 and 400 generations.
Figure 3.9: Average fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the three different population sizes, shown against time

The graph shown in Figure 3.9 shows that for the GA Hard Problem the population sizes of 6 and 60 are very close. The population size of 6 outperforms the population size of 60 and 600 in the time available to it.

Compared to the results shown in Figure 3.6 the results are similar with the exception of the population size of 600 which has performed better, though still not as well as the population sizes of 6 and 60.
Table 3.7 shows the average best fitness levels achieved by the different population sizes at 40 and 400 generations. Interestingly at 40 generation the population sizes of 60 and 600 have achieved the same average best fitness level.

### 3.5.3 Summary

Even when a different method of elitism is used a smaller population size outperformed the larger population sizes on two of the three test problems within the given time period. The only test problem that a population size of 6 did not perform best on was the Deceptive Trap Functions where the larger population size of 60 outperformed the other population sizes.

Section 3.5.1 shows that for the Simple Elitist Genetic Algorithm a population size of 6 could outperform a population size of 60 in the same number of generations. The GA used in the experiments in this section do not show this happening which suggests that it was caused by the Simple Elitist Genetic Algorithm only carrying the best individual forward to the next generation.
3.5.4 Population Sizes and their Effects on Efficiency

This section shows and discusses the results of the experiments (see section 3.4.4) testing the effects of population sizes on the efficiency of the GA.

One Max Problem

![Graph showing the average number of locations in search space searched by the GA with each of the population sizes tested.](image)

Figure 3.10: Number of locations in search space searched by the GA with each of the population sizes tested

The graph shown in Figure 3.10 shows the average number of locations in search space searched by the GAs using the three population sizes. This shows that the population size of 6 has the worst efficiency while the population size of 600 has the best. The
difference between the efficiency of the population size of 60 and the efficiency of the population size of 600 is smaller than that of the difference between the population sizes of 6 and 60.

**Deceptive Trap Functions**

![Graph showing average number of locations in search space searched.](image)

Figure 3.11: Number of locations in search space searched by the GA with each of the population sizes tested.

The graph shown in Figure 3.11 shows the average number of locations in search space searched by the GAs using the three population sizes. A similar result is shown to that of Figure 3.10 with the difference in efficiency between the GA using a population size
of 6 and the GA using a population size of 60 being larger than the difference between the GA using a population size of 60 and the GA using a population size of 600.

**GA Hard Problem**

![Graph](image)

Figure 3.12: Number of locations in search space searched by the GA with each of the population sizes tested

The graph shown in Figure 3.12 shows the average number of locations in search space searched by the GAs using the three population sizes. Again the difference between the efficiency of the GA using a population size of 6 and the GA using a population size of 60 is larger than the difference in efficiency between the GA using a population size of
60 and the GA using a population size of 600.

Summary

The results show that all three GAs were at their least efficient using the population size of 6. The population size of 600 was the most efficient. This is an expected side effect of reducing the population size as doing so also reduces the variety of possible parents. Also reducing the population size increases the number of generations that the GA can run for in the same length of time. This increase in the number of generations increases the total number of individuals carried forward by elitism over the whole run.

The One Max Problem has shown that the efficiency of a GA tackling a simple problem does not suffer as much as a GA tackling a more complex problem. As the One Max Problem is easy for a GA its individuals were continually evolving into better individuals which gave a strong direction to the evolution.

As the difficulty of the problems being tackled by the GA increased the efficiency of the GA dropped. This is probably because the GA has encountered local minima which are hard for the GA to escape from, this would result in the same small area of the search space being searched.

3.5.5 Elitism Levels and their Effects on Performance

This section shows and discusses the results of the experiments (see section 3.4.5) the effects of elitism on the performance of GAs.
Figure 3.13: Average Fitness Levels for the Deceptive Trap Function

Figure 3.13 shows that for the Deceptive Trap Function, being tackled by the GA with a population size of 6, the best level of elitism is to carry one individual forward to the next generation. Carrying two individuals and three individuals forward produces good results but not as good as just carrying one forward, though the difference in fitness between the three levels of elitism is marginal. The GA using no elitism failed to improve.
3.6 Summary

The results show that a small population size needs a level of elitism to perform well. Without elitism the GA becomes unstable. As the gene pool is so small it is easy for the next generation to consist entirely of poor individuals. While Section 3.5.2 shows that using elitism with larger population sizes improves the performance of the GA, larger sizes of population have already been shown to operate acceptably without elitism [51].

On the simple One Max Problem the higher level of elitism performed best, on the GA Hard Problem all three levels of elitism tested got the same level of fitness in the given time, but the higher levels achieved this level marginally quicker than the lower level. On the Deceptive Trap Functions the lower level of elitism produced marginally better results. This shows that there is very little difference between a small population size using a low level of elitism and small population size using a high level of elitism when the problem is more difficult than the One Max Problem, so a standard elitism level of one will let the GA search a larger area of the search space.

In all the tests the lowest population size performed better over a fixed period of time. Even as the difficulty of the problems increased the lowest population size still performed best. This indicates that it is worth reducing population sizes when there is a limited length of time, or if it is important to reduce the length of time it takes to run the GA.

A possible reason for the population size of 6 surpassing the population size of 60 by 400 generations in the One Max Problem and the Deceptive Trap Functions is suggested by the results in section 3.5.2. As the main difference between the tests in section 3.5.2 and section 3.5.1 is how the GA implements elitism it suggests that the anomaly is caused
by the way the Simple Elitist Genetic Algorithm handles the elitism.

On the simple One Max Problem, which has a smooth hill to climb, there was no problems with searching the same locations in search space multiple times. As the problem difficulty increased and local minima were introduced to the problem, the number of locations in search space that was searched multiple times increased. The problem of searching the same locations multiple times was worst in the lowest population size.

This indicates that while lower population sizes perform better when there is a fixed length of time to run the GA within, they are less efficient than the larger population sizes. If the efficiency of the GA using a low population size can be increased then they could fit even more generations into the same period of time.

The experiments testing how the level of elitism affects the performance of the GA showed that a degree of elitism is needed with a small population size as without it the GA finds it very difficult to improve. The One Max Problem, which has a smooth hill for the GA to climb, found that the best level of elitism was to carry the three best individuals forward to the next generation. The Deceptive Trap Function, which has a harder hill for the GA to climb, was tackled best by carrying only one individual forward to the next generation. The GA Hard Problem had very little difference in the performance of the GA when carrying one, two or three individuals forward to the next generation.

It is important to remember that the higher the level of elitism used then the lower the efficiency of the GA as it has more individuals carried forward that it has already seen. Unless stated otherwise the level of elitism used in the rest of this Thesis is a level of one, which provides a good compromise between the improvements to the performance achieved by elitism and the detrimental effect elitism has on the efficiency of the GA.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessing Intelligent Fitness Functions</th>
<th>Assessing Partial Fitness Functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population Size</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutation Rate</td>
<td>$\frac{1}{n}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elitism Level</td>
<td>1 Individual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.8: Base configurations used

To enable the new methods to be compared to a standard GA it is necessary to use the same base configuration for the GAs. The base configurations used in most of the experiments in this Thesis are shown in Table 3.8\(^2\). While these configurations have been chosen to enable the new methods to be assessed it is important to remember that these configurations have been chosen based on the performance of standard GAs and as such it may be possible to find better configurations for the new methods.

\(^2\)The population size for assessing partial fitness functions is larger than that for assessing intelligent fitness functions because partial fitness functions require a larger population size and it would be unfair to compare them to a standard GA with a smaller sized population.
Chapter 4

Intelligent Fitness Functions

4.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the concept of intelligent fitness functions and investigates the effect that different configurations of intelligent fitness functions have on the performance of a GA.

The longer each fitness function takes to calculate the more important it becomes for the GA to only spend time evaluating individuals it has not seen before. Intelligent Fitness Functions help a GA by reducing the number of individuals that have their fitness assessed multiple times.
4.2 Caching and GAs

One method to improve the efficiency of a GA is to use a cache. The caching GA was introduced by Kratica [83]. Kratica’s caching GA checks its cache before passing an individual to the objective function for decoding. If the individual is found in the cache the objective values stored in the cache for the individual are passed to the fitness function. If the individual is not found in the cache then the objective function is used to generate the values that are passed on to the fitness function. Either way the values from the objective function for the individual are then placed into the cache. If the individual is already in the cache then the old entry is removed as this results in the cache being ordered from least recently used to the most recently used. If it is not already in the cache then it is added, if the cache is full then the oldest member in the cache is replaced.

Kratica’s caching GA has had varied results depending on the problems being tackled [83]. The results range from a speed up of the GA of 0.23% as the worst reported result, to a speed up of 98.3% for the best reported result (Kratica did not state how a speed up of 98.3% was achieved by the caching GA in his report [83]). The average speed up of a GA reported by Kratica [83] was 23.3%.

To use this design of caching GA an existing system would need to be modified to add the caching process around the objective function, which may help explain why it is not widely used. The caching GA uses a least recent used replacement strategy for the cache which is the most commonly used strategy for caching [143] but no evidence has been provided that it is the best for use with a GA.

The caching GA has been used to tackle the following problems.
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- The Simple Plant Location Problem [84, 82]

- The Index Selection Problem [85, 24]

- The Edge-Biconnectivity Augmentation Problem [92]

4.3 Concept

A standard GA fitness function takes a genome, decodes it into a phenotype and then uses the phenotype to calculate the fitness of the genome. Every genome goes through the same process. In this Thesis intelligent fitness functions consist of an active control part and either a long term memory, a short term memory or both. The control is then able to check whether an identical individual has been encountered before. The control then decides how to proceed based on the information it has about an individual.

Intelligent Fitness Functions differ to the Caching GA in three areas. Firstly the Caching GA only caches the result of the objective function while intelligent fitness functions remember the result of the fitness function. While it is a simple function to calculate the fitness from an individual’s objective value, the objective value is not used anywhere else in the system except to calculate the individuals fitness. A further saving can then be achieved by remembering the fitness value of an individual instead of the objective value. Secondly the caching in the Caching GA is a property of the GA itself while the memory of the intelligent fitness functions is stored within the fitness function. This enables a GA to benefit from the use of an intelligent fitness function without the need to modify the GA’s engine. The third area that intelligent fitness functions differ to the caching GA is that the intelligent fitness functions can use a short term memory as well as a long term memory. This enables the intelligent fitness function to treat an
individual that is a duplicate of another individual encountered in the same generation differently to an individual that is a duplicate of an individual encountered in a previous generation.

### 4.3.1 Memory Types

There are two types of memory an intelligent fitness function can contain.

**Short Term Memory** enables the intelligent fitness function to remember the individuals it has seen in that generation. The goal of the short term memory is to increase the diversity of the GA’s population.

**Long Term Memory** enables the intelligent fitness function to remember individuals it has seen in previous generations. The goal of the long term memory is to reduce the number of repeated fitness tests.

**Short Term Memory**

If a genome is identical to another one in the current population, i.e. the fitness function finds the individual in its short term memory, then it gives that individual a fitness of 0 to try to increase the variety of the next generation by reducing the chances that identical individuals will be chosen as parents for a new individual. This is intended to stop an individual from taking over the population. The diagram in Figure 4.1 shows an intelligent fitness function which contains a short term memory as well as a long term memory.
Long Term Memory

If an individual has already been tested in a previous generation and the intelligent fitness function finds it in its long term memory, then it can simply return the fitness level the individual scored last time it was evaluated. The diagram in 4.1 shows an intelligent fitness function which contains a long term memory as well as a short term memory.

If a GA is run for a large number of generations it may not be efficient to remember every individual encountered, as the intelligent fitness function will have to search the long term memory every time it is asked to assess the fitness of an individual. To avoid the inefficiency that could arise from storing every individual the long term memory should have a limit to the number of individuals it can store (this limit is discussed later in this Chapter, see section 4.3.3).

Combined Long Term and Short Term Memory

The short term memory is designed to increase the diversity of the GA’s population, while the long term memory is designed to avoid re-evaluating identical individuals. Due to the difference in the designed effect of the long term and short term memories it is possible to combine them together in the same intelligent fitness function. If they are combined together the short term memory would normally take priority over searching the long term memory. A diagram of an intelligent fitness function with both a long term and a short term memory is shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: An Intelligent Fitness Function with Both a Long Term Memory and a Short Term Memory

4.3.2 Memory Search and Replace Times

An intelligent fitness function will need to spend time searching through its available memories to check if it has information about the individual it has been asked to assess. Also each time an intelligent fitness function is called it needs to update its memory which also takes time. Equation 4.1 shows how to calculate the average time taken to calculate the fitness of an individual using an intelligent fitness function. If the value of $AF$ is less than the time taken to calculate the fitness of an individual using a standard fitness function then it is beneficial to use an intelligent fitness function.
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\[ AF = \left( \left( \frac{M}{2} + U \right) H \right) + \left( (M + F) \cdot (1 - H) \right) + M + W + U \]  

(4.1)

AF Average length of time for the intelligent fitness function to calculate and individual’s fitness

M Length of time taken to search the memory

H Expected chance of locating an individual in the memory

F Length of time taken to calculate the fitness of an individual

W Length of time taken to write an individual and its fitness value into the memory

U Length of time taken to update the status of an individual in the cache

From Equation 4.1 we can see that as long as \( \frac{M}{2} \) is less than \( F \), as the length of time taken to search the memory increases the savings to be made decrease. Yet as the chance of an individual being found in the memory increases so too do the savings. Also as the length of time it takes to calculate an individual’s fitness increases so too does the available savings from using an intelligent fitness function.

The parameter \( H \) in equation will be dependent on the problem being tackled and the configuration of the GA. For a Simple Elitist Genetic Algorithm with a population size of 6 a value of \( \frac{1}{3} \) can be used as an approximation (Taken from the results of the experiments in the rest of this chapter). To obtain a more accurate value then the GA being used and the effects the problem being tackled have on it would need to be investigated.
The length of time taken to update the status of an individual in the cache is not always needed. If the storage strategy (see Section 4.3.4) is based on the individual’s fitness then that will not need to be changed each time it is encountered. Storage strategies that track the number of times an individual has been encountered or the time it was last encountered will need to update their cache.

For the test problems used in this chapter it takes longer to search the intelligent fitness functions memories than it does to calculate an individual’s fitness. As the experiments are exploring the effects that the intelligent fitness functions have on GAS these simple test problems are preferred.

### 4.3.3 Memory Sizes

The size of memory needed for the short term memory is shown in Equation 4.2. The memory needs to be this size as it has to be capable of storing every unique individual seen in that generation, though it doesn’t need to store the last individual in the generation as it will be cleared for the start of the next generation. In most cases it is easier to have a short term memory size equal to the size of the population as then there is no need to distinguish between the last individual in a generation and all the other individuals. The only time lost this way is the time taken to write the last individual to the memory as the memory is cleared straight afterwards.

\[ SM = P - 1 \]  

\( SM \) size of the short term memory needed.

\( P \) size of the GA’s population.
The size of memory for the long term is not as easy to decide upon as the size of the short term memory. Equation 4.1 shows that as the length of time taken to search the memory increases the savings to be made by the intelligent fitness function decrease. The experiments in the rest of this chapter will test a range of long term memory sizes as well as the type of long term storage strategy used.

### 4.3.4 Long Term Memory Storage Strategies

As the long term memory is limited a strategy is needed to decide which individuals to replace with the new individuals being stored. There are four obvious criteria to base the decision on.

**Highest Fitness Based** is where the long term memory is used to store the individuals encountered so far with the highest fitness. New individuals with high fitness will replace the least fit individual in the long term memory. As the fitness of an individual increases so too does the chance that it will be selected as a parent. This would suggest that the higher fitness individuals have more chance of appearing in the next generation.

**Lowest Fitness Based** is the opposite of the Highest Fitness Based strategy. The least fit individuals encountered are remembered. This at first appears to be of little use as a strategy but if a GA gets stuck for a time at a local minimum then it will encounter a lot of individuals with a lower fitness before it manages to find a better area to search.

**Time Based** is a strategy that stores individuals based on how long ago it has been since they were last encountered. New individuals to be stored in the long term
memory replace the oldest individuals. As each generation is based on the previous generation an individual is more likely to be identical to one in the previous generation than one in the first generation.

**Frequency Based** The long term memory can be used to store individuals that have been encountered many times. The new individuals will replace the least seen individual in the long term memory. If an individual keeps appearing it is likely to keep doing so.

### 4.4 Experiments on the Effects of Intelligent Fitness Functions

Two problems were tackled with an intelligent fitness function system that had the options of a short term memory, long term memory or both. All 4 storage strategies were assessed. The first GA had the Deceptive Trap Function (See 3.3.2) as its fitness test while the second GA had the GA Hard Problem (See 3.3.3) as its fitness test. As the One Max Problem (See 3.3.1) did not re-evaluate many individuals, the intelligent fitness functions would not be able to make an improvement.

The GA used a population size of 6, a mutation rate of $\frac{1}{n}$ [51], single point crossover and used elitism that carried one individual forward to the next generation. These settings have been shown in Chapter 3 to be good for a Simple Elitist Genetic Algorithm. While this configuration may not be the best for the GAs being tested the use of a consistent configuration enables the results of the GAs to be compared and the level of improvement provided by using intelligent fitness functions can be measured.
4.4.1 Experiment Details

Each GA was run using the same set of 50 seeds for the pseudo random number generator and the results were then averaged for the graphs of the results. For each seed the GA was run with the following settings.

- Standard fitness function (No memory)
- Short Term Memory only
- Long Term Memory with sizes from 6 to 60, in multiples of 6 individuals, using the highest fitness based storage strategy
- Long Term Memory with sizes from 6 to 60, in multiples of 6 individuals, using the lowest fitness based storage strategy
- Long Term Memory with sizes from 6 to 60, in multiples of 6 individuals, using the time based storage strategy
- Long Term Memory with sizes from 6 to 60, in multiples of 6 individuals, using the frequency based storage strategy
- Short Term Memory and Long Term Memory with sizes from 6 to 60, in multiples of 6 individuals, using the highest fitness based storage strategy
- Short Term Memory and Long Term Memory with sizes from 6 to 60, in multiples of 6 individuals, using the lowest fitness based storage strategy
- Short Term Memory and Long Term Memory with sizes from 6 to 60, in multiples of 6 individuals, using the time based storage strategy
- Short Term Memory and Long Term Memory with sizes from 6 to 60, in multiples of 6 individuals, using the frequency based storage strategy

### 4.4.2 Results

In this Section each graph shows how a specific long term memory storage strategy performed on the problem being tackled. Each graph shows four lines.

**Long Term Memory Only** shows the savings achieved using only the long term memory with the storage strategy being examined.

**Short Term Memory Only** shows the saving achieved by using only the short term memory.

**Sum of Short Term Memory Only and Long Term Memory Only** shows the expected result if the use of a short term memory and the long term memory storage strategy being examined is accumulative.

**Short Term Memory and Long Term Memory** shows the actual savings achieved by using the short term memory and long term memory together for the storage strategy being examined.

**Deceptive Trap Functions**

The graphs in Figures 4.2 to 4.5 shows the improvement of the efficiency of the GA using the four different storage strategies for the long term memory.
The graph in Figure 4.2 shows that the use of a highest fitness based storage strategy does improve the efficiency of the GA. The use of a short term memory with the long term memory produces results similar to that of the results for the long term memory added to the results of the short term memory. The graph also shows that as the size of the long term memory increases so does the impact the long term memory has on the efficiency of the GA. It is possible that increasing the long term memory beyond 60 will achieve further improvements although the gains appear to be diminishing.
Figure 4.3: Comparison of Lowest Fitness Based Storage Strategy

Figure 4.3 shows that the use of a lowest fitness based storage strategy only improves the efficiency of the GA by a small amount. Again the use of both long term memory and short term memory gives results similar to that of adding the short term memory results to the long term memory results. The graph also shows that beyond a limited point increasing the size of the long term memory does not increase the effect the long term memory has on the efficiency of the GA.
Figure 4.4: Comparison of Time Based Storage Strategy

The graph in Figure 4.4 shows that the time based storage strategy has the greatest increase in the efficiency of the GA out of the four strategies. The effect of using both long term with the time based storage strategy and a short term memory is effectively the same as just using the long term memory. Though after a long term memory size of 18 the suggested savings of the sum of the long term memory and the short term memory are impossible for the GA to achieve as they have passed the maximum savings available. The increase in efficiency increases less as the size of the long term memory increases. Compared to other approaches these improvements are considerably greater. This will be discussed later.
Figure 4.5 shows the results of using the frequency based storage strategy. The long term memory improves the efficiency of the GA. The use of the short term memory as well as the long term memory does improve the efficiency but only by about half of that which is predicted by adding the results of the long term memory to the results of the short term memory. The efficiency of the GA increases as the size of the long term memory is increased.
Figure 4.6: Summary of long term memory storage strategies (using a long term memory size of 60) for the Deceptive Trap Functions.
The graph shown in Figure 4.6 summarises the results of the experiments. The results of the time based storage strategy stand out as being superior by far to the other three storage strategies. It also shows that for the high fitness based, low fitness based and frequency based storage strategies the short term memory helped improve the efficiency of the GA. The time based storage strategy using a long term and short term memory produced almost identical results as the time based storage strategy just using a long term memory.

**GA Hard Problem**

The graphs in Figures 4.7 to 4.10 shows the improvements in the efficiency of the GA, tackling the GA hard problem, using the four different storage strategies for the long term memory.
The graph in Figure 4.7 shows that the High Fitness based storage strategy does improve the efficiency of the GA. The use of long term memory combined with short term memory results in very similar savings to those suggested by adding the short term memory results to the long term memory results. The graph also shows that as the size of the long term memory is increased so too does the efficiency of the GA. The biggest improvement occurs at the initial point of applying the intelligent fitness function with savings of almost 3000 fitness tests.
Figure 4.8 shows that on the GA hard problem, long term memory using a low fitness based storage strategy performed better than the short term memory. The results of combining the short term memory and the long term memory using a low fitness based storage strategy is not as high as would be expected if the effects were cumulative. There is no increase in the effects of the long term memory as the size of the memory is increased until it reaches 60 where there is a noticeable increase in the efficiency.
The graph in Figure 4.9 shows that the time based storage strategy produces a large increase in the efficiency of the GA. As the size of the long term memory increases the less effect it has on the improvement of the GA. There is very little difference between the results with a long term memory size of 30 individuals and that of 54 individuals. Again there is a sudden increase in the savings achieved when a long term memory size of 60 is used.
Figure 4.10 shows that the frequency based storage strategy’s effectiveness increases as the size of the long term memory is increased. The addition of the short term memory halves the savings achieved by the frequency based long term memory. This is discussed later in at the end of this section.
Figure 4.11: Summary of long term memory storage strategies (using a long term memory size of 60) for the GA Hard Problem
The graph in Figure 4.11 shows a summary of the results obtained for the GA tackling the GA Hard Problem. The worst savings were achieved by the GA using the frequency based long term storage strategy combined with a short term memory. This is understandable as the short term memory is trying to lower the number of duplicates carried forwards to the next population. This interferes with the frequency based storage strategy. The frequency based storage strategy gets a distorted view of the number of times an individual has already been encountered because it only gets to see the individuals not dealt with by the short term memory.

With no short term memory the worst performance was from the low fitness based storage strategy. The frequency based storage strategy performs better than the low fitness based storage strategy when it doesn’t have the short term memory.

The time based storage strategy again provided the best increase in the efficiency of the GA, though the high fitness based storage strategy was a lot closer.

All four strategies have achieved savings above 2500 whereas with the GA tackling the Deceptive Trap Functions only one strategy achieved savings above 1000. The increased savings by all of the strategies is probably due to the problem being harder and more of the individuals encountered by the GA have been seen by the GA before.

### 4.4.3 Experiments on a Larger Population details

The same two problems were tackled by an intelligent fitness function system, using a population size of 60, to assess the usefulness of using intelligent fitness functions on larger population sizes. Having established in Section 4.4 that a long term memory with a time based storage strategy was most efficient this was the strategy used. The long
term memory sizes of 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240, 270 and 300 were tested. Each memory size was run 50 times and the results averaged for comparison. Each set of runs used the same 50 seeds for the pseudo random number generator.

4.4.4 Results of Larger Population Experiments

This section shows the results of the experiment on using a population size of 60.

Deceptive Trap Problem

Figure 4.12: Savings made on a GA tackling the deceptive trap problem, by using an intelligent fitness function with a population size of 60
The graph in Figure 4.12 shows that, on the deceptive trap problem, the savings made with a population size of 60 are less than the savings made by the same intelligent fitness function on a population size of 6. This is due to the larger population size, which as shown in Chapter 3 encounters fewer duplicates.

**GA Hard Problem**

![Graph showing savings made on a GA tackling the GA hard problem](image)

Figure 4.13: Savings made on a GA tackling the GA hard problem, by using an intelligent fitness function with a population size of 60

Figure 4.13 shows, on the GA hard problem, the savings made with a population size of 60 are again fewer than the savings made by the use of an intelligent fitness function on
a population size of 6.

### 4.5 Summary and Conclusion

The use of an intelligent fitness function can improve the performance of a GA. Both the long term and short term memories helped improve the efficiency of the GA. In both problems the best long term storage strategy was the time based storage strategy, while the worst for the Deceptive Trap Problem was the lowest fitness based storage strategy and for the GA Hard Problem the high fitness based storage strategy was worst.

Intelligent fitness functions are not suitable for classes of problems where the results of an individual can change over time. This is because the individuals fitness will need to be freshly calculated every time it is seen. Also intelligent fitness functions are not suitable for problems where it is quicker to calculate the fitness of an individual than it is to handle the overheads of maintaining and searching the memory of the intelligent fitness function.

There was a large difference between the four storage strategies used for the long term memories. The high fitness based storage strategy steadily improved the efficiency as the size of the long term memory was increased. It benefited greatly from the addition of short term memory as well.

The use of a lowest fitness based storage strategy gave poor results, on the Deceptive Trap Functions, compared to the other strategies. Increasing the size of the long term memory only gave benefits up to a point, after that point the increase in long term memory size did not have an effect. The inclusion of a short term memory benefited the lowest fitness based storage strategy.
The time based storage strategy was the best out of the four. It also performs well with a small size of long term memory. Once the long term memory reached 30 individuals the benefits from an increase were very small. The addition of a short term memory had very little effect on the results for the GA tackling the Deceptive Trap Functions but it did have a noticeable effect on the GA tackling the GA Hard Problem. It is important to note though that the time based storage strategy achieved almost maximal savings possible for the GA tackling the Deceptive Trap Functions which helps explain why the short term memory may not have had as much effect on the GA. It also achieved 70% of the available savings for the GA tackling the GA Hard Problem. The benefits provided by the short term memory, when combined with the time based storage strategy, are problem dependant, providing very little benefit on the Deceptive Trap Problem while showing more benefits for the GA Hard Problem.

The frequency based storage strategy did not perform as well as the time based storage strategy or the highest fitness based storage strategy on the Deceptive Trap Functions but it did outperform the lowest based storage strategy. On the GA Hard Problem the frequency based storage strategy was again better than the low fitness based storage strategy. As the size of the long term memory was increased so too did the improvement in the efficiency of the GA. The short term memory hindered the frequency based storage strategy tackling the GA Hard Problem.

The use of a long term memory using a time based storage strategy greatly improves the efficiency of a GA. As the performance of the short term memory is problem dependent each problem will have to be investigated before it is known if short term memory will be useful. Even with a population size of 60 a GA can benefit from the use of an intelligent fitness function using a time based storage strategy. The physical saving is less than it was on a population size of 6 but there was still enough savings made for
an extra 6 or 7 generations to be performed.

As Hybrid GAs consist of a GA combined with a secondary method, they can be improved by using an intelligent fitness function on at least the GA part of the hybrid. Also depending on the secondary method used this too may be improved by equipping it with an intelligent fitness function. This would need to be investigated as the secondary method’s search patterns would generally be different from the GA’s search pattern and as such it may be more beneficial to use a separate intelligent fitness function for the secondary method.
Chapter 5

Partial Fitness Functions

5.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the concept of partial fitness functions and examines the effect they can have on a GA’s performance. Instead of fully testing every individual in a population each generation, a partial fitness function tests only a part of each individual’s fitness. Then a percentage of the population is replaced by new individuals. The new individual’s parents are selected based on the known fitness of individuals.

In Section 5.5 the effects that different settings have on a partial fitness function are examined. Both the One Max Problem and the Deceptive Trap Function are used to examine the partial fitness function. The GA Hard Problem is not used as it is difficult to create a partial fitness function for it.
5.2 Partial Fitness in Genetic Programming

Genetic programming [80, 81, 88] uses a similar method to GAs except that instead of evolving parameters for an algorithm an actual program is evolved. When the grammar available to the genetic programming system has the ability to produce programs that use loops and recursion the genetic programming system is unable to decide if a program that is having its fitness value tested will finish or if it contains an infinite loop within its code. Koza’s method for dealing with the possibility of long/infinite running programs is to specify a maximum length of time that each program can be running for and if a program fails to complete in this time limit then it is assigned a very low fitness score [80].

An alternative method that does not time out programs directly has been provided by Maxwell [97]. If at the end of the specified time a program has failed to finish it is assigned a partial fitness based on the output of the program up to that point. If the program makes it through to the next generation of programs then it is given the chance to continue from where it was stopped. Maxwell claims that his method can require “less effort” and produce solutions that have “greater efficiency”.

5.3 Concept of Partial Fitness Functions in Genetic Algorithms

In a standard GA each round (usually referred to as a generation) consists of completely testing the fitness of each individual in the population. The next generation is then produced based on the fitness level of the individuals, the greater the fitness the more
likely the individual will be used as a parent for the next generation.

In a GA using a partial fitness function each round (referred to as a partial generation) consists of partially testing the fitness of each individual in the population. Then each individual has its full fitness level estimated by dividing its partial fitness value by the maximum possible fitness value for the amount of the individual’s fitness checked. The estimated fitness levels are then used to produce some new individuals to replace those with the lowest estimated fitness in the population. The higher an individual’s estimated fitness the more likely it is to be used as a parent for the new individuals. The number of individuals to be replaced after each round is one of the parameters of the GA.

The next round of a GA using a partial fitness function is the same as the previous one except any individual that has had part of its fitness assessed by the partial fitness function has the next part of it assessed and the total fitness of the individual is updated with the new information. The full fitness levels of the individuals are estimated again, the new individuals are created and replace the individuals with the lowest estimated fitness levels.

The motivation behind the design of the partial fitness function is that a standard GA will spend as much time on a poor individual as on a good individual. A partial fitness function is designed to give the GA a chance to quickly look at all the individuals and then decide which ones are worth testing more to get a more accurate fitness value. This should help reduce the time spent by a GA on individuals which after being tested are unlikely to be selected for parents, while the more promising individuals still have their full fitness tested. This technique is similar to the razoring technique [8] used for pruning search trees in game playing problems.

A GA using a partial fitness function differs to a GA using a functional approximation
in that the GA using a partial fitness function uses a number of approximation functions to refine an individuals fitness value. By using a number of approximations to assess an individuals fitness the GA gets more accurate information than a GA using a functional approximation but still has the chance to discard poor individuals quickly.

Partial fitness functions are a closer model of evolution than the standard GA model. With the standard GA individuals only get the chance to reproduce at the end of their life. In the real world individuals have the chance to reproduce at different stages of their life. The first chances an individual gets to reproduce are at the early stages of its life when only some of its attributes are known. As an individual gets older then more of its attributes will be known, but it still has to compete with the newer younger individuals to reproduce.

5.4 Partial Fitness Levels

The partial fitness levels are based upon the premise that individuals that start out with a poor level of fitness tend to finish with a poor level of fitness. In effect the GA using a partial fitness function is making decisions based on the promise of an individual rather than the absolute value of its fitness. This enables the GA to spend the time it would have spent on an unpromising individual on an individual with more promise.

The partial fitness levels are calculated by splitting the fitness assessment into a number of stages and then for each partial generation one stage in each individual is assessed. The order of the assessment of the stages is fixed as this will add structure to the GA and also allow the user to easily know which parts of each individual’s fitness have been assessed.
5.4.1 Comparing Partial Fitness Levels to the Full Fitness Level

A standard GA was run 50 times for both the One Max Problem and the Deceptive Trap Functions. Each of the 50 runs used a different seed for the pseudo random number generator. The GA tackling the One Max Problem had a genome length of 1000 and the GA tackling the Deceptive Trap Functions had a genome length of 80. Both GAs used a population size of 6 and an elitism level of 1 individual.

Each time the GA fitness tested an individual the different partial fitness levels were also calculated for that individual. The One Max Problem’s fitness function was split into 10 stages ranging from $\frac{1}{10}$ of the individual tested and increasing by $\frac{1}{10}$ for each stage.

As the GA tackling the Deceptive Trap Functions uses only 80 genes per individual the fitness test was split into 4 stages, $\frac{1}{4}$, $\frac{2}{4}$, $\frac{3}{4}$ and all of the individual tested. It is possible to split it into similar stages as the One Max Problem but then only 8 genes of each individual would be tested per partial generation. Using stages of $\frac{1}{4}$ for the Deceptive Trap Functions results in 20 genes of each individual being tested per partial generation.

Results of the Partial Fitness and Full Fitness Level Experiments

Both the graphs shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the average partial fitness levels and the full fitness level for all individuals tested at a specific generation. While the graphs shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the average absolute difference between the full fitness level and the partial fitness level.
Figure 5.1: The results of the estimation of the individuals tackling the One Max Problem.

Figure 5.1 shows that on average for the One Max Problem the partial fitness levels follow the full fitness level very closely. The reason the GA does not appear to have performed as well as previously is because all individuals for each generation are being averaged rather than just the best individual from each generation of each run. The overall average is shown to show on average how close the partial fitness level is to the full fitness level.
The graph in Figure 5.2 shows that for the Deceptive Trap Functions there is a tendency for the partial fitness function to over estimate an individual’s fitness. This make the GA slightly biased towards the new individuals than the older individuals.
Figure 5.3: The average absolute difference for the estimation of the individuals tackling the One Max Problem

The graph in Figure 5.3 shows that the more of an individual tested by the partial fitness function the more accurate it becomes. With a simple problem like the One Max Problem even testing $\frac{1}{10}$ of an individual produces a reasonably accurate result.
Figure 5.4: The average absolute difference for the estimation of the individuals tackling the Deceptive Trap Problem

The graph in Figure 5.4 shows that on average the lower level of individuals tested ($\frac{1}{4}$) is inaccurate by over 10%. As the amount of the individual tested increases so too does the accuracy. Provided that the number of individuals to be replaced each partial generation is set low enough then this inaccuracy should not cause a problem. The GA equipped with a partial fitness function will increase the accuracy of each individual’s partial fitness level in each partial generation.
5.5 Partial Fitness Function Experiments

A GA with a partial fitness function was used with a population size of 60. After each partial test a percentage of individuals with the lowest fitness was replaced with new individuals produced by crossover and mutation. The number of individuals replaced was one of the variables being assessed in the test. The mutation rate was $\frac{1}{n}$ and single point crossover was used.

Two parameters were tested to see what effect they had on the results of the GA with a partial fitness function. The two parameters tested were the amount of an individual tested before the new individuals are generated, and the number of new individuals introduced at each generation. The GA was run against the One Max Problem and the Deceptive Trap Functions. The GA Hard Problem was not used as a test as an individual’s fitness is calculated from just one equation. This does not give an option of using a partial fitness function as until the equation is calculated there is no fitness level and once the equation has been calculated the actual fitness level is known.

Both GAs used the same method for estimating the fitness levels of individuals as shown in Section 5.4.

5.5.1 One Max Problem

The GA tackling the One Max Problem was tested 50 times and averages produced for each of the following settings. The same 50 seeds were used to set the pseudo random number generator for each of the settings tested.

- From $\frac{1}{10}$ to $\frac{9}{10}$ of an individual tested. In increments of $\frac{1}{10}$.
• From $\frac{1}{10}$ to $\frac{9}{10}$ of the population replaced at each generation. In increments of $\frac{1}{10}$.

5.5.2 Deceptive Trap Function

The GA using the Deceptive Trap Function was tested 50 times, with averages produced, for each of the following settings. The same 50 seeds were used to set the pseudo random number generator for each of the settings tested.

• From $\frac{1}{4}$ to $\frac{3}{4}$ of an individual tested. In increments of $\frac{1}{4}$.

• From $\frac{1}{10}$ to $\frac{9}{10}$ of the population replaced at each generation. In increments of $\frac{1}{10}$.

5.6 Results

Sections 5.6.1 and 5.6.2 show a summary of the results obtained from the experiments. For the complete set of results from the experiments see appendix C.

5.6.1 One Max Problem

The following Figures (5.5 – 5.8) show the effects of increasing the percentage of the population being replaced after each partial generation on the GA tackling the One Max Problem.
Figure 5.5: Results of using a partial fitness function on the One Max Problem, replacing $\frac{1}{10}$ the population after each partial fitness test.

The graph in Figure 5.5 shows that replacing $\frac{1}{10}$ of the population after each partial generation results in the best partial fitness function being the one that tests $\frac{1}{10}$ of an individual each partial generation. The next best partial fitness function is the one that tests $\frac{2}{10}$ of an individual each generation. This pattern continues with the next best being a partial fitness function that tests $\frac{3}{10}$ of an individual each generation, and then one that tests $\frac{4}{10}$ of an individual each generation. The partial fitness function that tests $\frac{9}{10}$ of an individual each generation gives very similar results to a standard GA.
Figure 5.6: Results of using a partial fitness function on the One Max Problem, replacing $\frac{2}{10}$ of the population after each partial fitness test.

The graph in Figure 5.6 shows that replacing $\frac{2}{10}$ of the population after each partial generation the fitness levels produced by the partial fitness functions testing $\frac{2}{10}$ to $\frac{9}{10}$ of an individual each generation, is greater than for the same fitness functions when replacing $\frac{1}{10}$ of the population. The results of the partial fitness function that tests $\frac{1}{10}$ of an individual each generation performs very badly.
Figure 5.7: Results of using a partial fitness function on the One Max Problem, replacing \( \frac{5}{10} \) of the population after each partial fitness test

The graph in Figure 5.7 shows that replacing \( \frac{1}{2} \) of the population after each partial generation results in the fitness levels, produced by the partial fitness functions testing \( \frac{5}{10} \) to \( \frac{9}{10} \) of an individual each generation, is lower than for the same fitness functions when replacing \( \frac{4}{10} \) of the population. The partial fitness functions that perform \( \frac{1}{10} \) to \( \frac{4}{10} \) all performed worse than a standard GA tackling the same problem.
Figure 5.8: Results of using a partial fitness function on the One Max Problem, replacing \(\frac{9}{10}\) of the population after each partial fitness test.

The graph in Figure 5.8 shows that replacing \(\frac{9}{10}\) of the population after each partial generation results in the fitness levels, produced by the partial fitness functions testing \(\frac{5}{10}\) to \(\frac{9}{10}\) of an individual each generation, performing slightly worse than for the same fitness functions when replacing \(\frac{8}{10}\) of the population. The partial fitness functions that perform \(\frac{1}{10}\) to \(\frac{4}{10}\) all performed worse than a standard GA tackling the same problem.
Summary of the One Max Problem Results

The graphs in Figures 5.5 – 5.8 show that partial fitness functions can improve the performance of a GA tackling the One Max Problem. The biggest improvement came from replacing $\frac{1}{10}$ of the population after a partial generation that tests $\frac{1}{10}$ of each individual. The graphs also show that partial fitness functions testing less than $\frac{1}{2}$ of each individual only perform well as long as the percentage of the population being replaced is less than or equal to the percentage of each individual being tested per partial generation. This is discussed in the summary of this chapter.

5.6.2 Deceptive Trap Function

The following Figures (5.9 – 5.12) show the effects of increasing the percentage of the population being replaced after each partial generation on a GA tackling the Deceptive Trap Functions.
Figure 5.9: Results of using a partial fitness function on the Deceptive Trap Function, replacing $\frac{1}{10}$ of the population after each partial fitness tests

The graph in Figure 5.9 shows that replacing $\frac{1}{10}$ of the population after each partial generation results in the fitness levels, produced by the partial fitness functions testing $\frac{1}{4}$ to $\frac{3}{4}$ of an individual, being better than the fitness level produced by a standard GA on the same problem.
Figure 5.10: Results of using a partial fitness function on the Deceptive Trap Function, replacing \(\frac{4}{10}\) the population after each partial fitness tests

Figure 5.10 shows that the replacement of \(\frac{4}{10}\) of the population after each partial generation results in the fitness level produced by the partial fitness function testing \(\frac{1}{4}\) of an individual has not only dropped slightly but has also started to become unstable. The partial fitness functions testing \(\frac{2}{4}\) and \(\frac{3}{4}\) produce very similar results to the previous graph.
Figure 5.11: Results of using a partial fitness function on the Deceptive Trap Function, replacing $\frac{5}{10}$ of the population after each partial fitness tests

The graph in Figure 5.11 shows that replacing $\frac{5}{10}$ of the population after each partial generation results in the fitness level, produced by the partial fitness function testing $\frac{1}{4}$ of an individual each partial generation, dropping well below the level achieved by the standard GA and becoming even more unstable. The fitness levels achieved by the partial fitness functions testing $\frac{2}{4}$ and $\frac{3}{4}$ are very similar to the previous graph.
Figure 5.12: Results of using a partial fitness function on the Deceptive Trap Function, replacing $\frac{9}{10}$ the population after each partial fitness tests

The graph in Figure 5.12 shows that the replacement of $\frac{9}{10}$ of the population after each partial generation produces unstable fitness levels for all three of the partial fitness functions tested. (Note that the fitness level for the partial fitness function testing $\frac{1}{4}$ of an individual drops below 40 almost immediately. See Figure C.18 in Appendix C for a full plot of this graph.)
Summary of the Deceptive Trap Functions Results

The graphs in Figures 5.9 – 5.12 show similar results to those of the One Max Problem. As the percentage of individuals being replaced, after each partial generation, increases the more unstable the partial fitness functions testing a lower percentage of each individual becomes.

5.7 Partial Fitness Functions Limitations

To be able to use a GA with a partial fitness function on a specific problem the problem must be capable of being broken up into a number of stages. At the end of each of these stages the known fitness of the individual needs to give a reasonable indication of the overall fitness of an individual.

As the length of runtime available to the GA increased the difference between the partial fitness function and the standard fitness function decreased. This suggests that the shorter the length of time (relative to the length of time taken to calculate a full fitness function) available for the GA the greater the difference between the final result of a normal GA and the final result of a GA equipped with a partial fitness function. The opposite is also suggested that the longer the length of time available the lower the difference between the final result produced by a normal GA and the final result produced by a GA equipped with a partial fitness function.
CHAPTER 5. PARTIAL FITNESS FUNCTIONS

5.8 Summary and Conclusions

Despite the results of the estimation shown in Section 5.4, which show that the estimation was less than 90% accurate for the Deceptive Trap Functions and biased towards newer individuals, a GA equipped with a partial fitness function still performed better than a standard GA. The information from this estimate enables the GA equipped with a partial fitness function to easily decide which individuals are promising and which are best to be replaced.

Both sets of results show that partial fitness functions improve the performance of a GA. On all the tests carried out the partial fitness functions only improved performance when the amount of the population being replaced each generation was a lower percentage than the amount of the fitness test being carried out. So when using a partial fitness function it is important to only replace, at most, the same percentage of the population as the percentage of an individual tested each generation.

The problem with partial fitness functions becoming unstable, when the percentage of the population being replaced after each partial generation is greater than the percentage of each individual being tested per partial generation, is caused by the following.

As the number of individuals replaced each partial generation increases then the number of promising individuals that will have more of their fitness tested decreases. The lower the number of promising individuals selected the greater the need for the estimate, of the fitness of those individuals, to be accurate. To improve the accuracy of the estimate more of the individuals fitness must be tested. This is why as the percentage of the population being replaced increases so too does the percentage of each individual being tested, each partial generation, to keep the GA stable.
Partial fitness functions are shown to be problem-dependent as the lower level of fitness testing performed best on the simpler One Max Problem but the higher level of fitness testing performed better on the Deceptive Trap Problem. Also partial fitness functions may not be a viable option for some fitness tests, like the GA Hard Problem, where there is no partial stage in the fitness test that can be worked from. Partial fitness functions have also been shown to be dependent on the available time. The more limited the time then the lower the level of fitness testing that should be used. On both problems the lowest tested level of fitness checking performed best over the initial period when the replacement level is set correctly.
Chapter 6

Use of Intelligent Fitness Functions and Partial Fitness Functions on a Monoalphabetic Substitution Cipher

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter Intelligent Fitness Functions and Partial Fitness Functions are applied to a GA designed to help break monoalphabetic substitution ciphers. Both the GA using an Intelligent Fitness Function and the GA using a Partial Fitness Function are tested against the standard GA with the same configuration (Population Size, Random Seed, etc.)
The fitness function for a GA tackling a monoalphabetic substitution cipher has to produce a collection of frequency counts for individual characters, digrams and trigrams and compare these against an expected frequency count. The fitness function therefore takes a lot longer to run than those that tackled the simple test problems examined in the previous chapters. This problem is better suited to assessing intelligent fitness functions and partial fitness functions than the packet transmission problem that motivated the work (described in chapter 2) for a number of reasons.

- A known optimal solution to the problem enables us to gauge the effects the new methods have on GAs.

- Results are not dependent on unknown factors and as such are repeatable (e.g. for a GA tackling the packet transmission problem the network load may have an effect on the results.)

- As monoalphabetic substitution ciphers have been solved by GAs in the past [58] there should be an improvement in the fitness levels of the GA as it evolves. The packet transmission problem has not been solved by GAs at the time of writing and as such it is unknown if there would be an improvement in the fitness levels of the GA.

Nevertheless the improvements demonstrated if transferred to the packet transmission problem would result in substantial savings.
6.2 GAs Use in Cryptanalysis

GAs have been used to help cryptanalysts in breaking a small number of ciphers. Monoalphabetic substitution ciphers are one of the easiest to tackle and as such they have been targeted as a good place to start [58]. Others have had success applying GAs to breaking more complex ciphers, including rotor based ciphers [4] (like the Enigma machine used by the Germans in the second world war [25]). Cryptography is a continually advancing science and GAs have not been successfully used to tackle more modern ciphers like DES [36] and RSA [131].

6.3 Monoalphabetic Substitution Ciphers

Monoalphabetic substitution is one of the oldest forms of enciphering text. It consists of using a constant one to one mapping of characters to substitute each character of the original message (known as the plaintext) with the relevant character from the mapping (known as the key). Once each character in the plaintext has been substituted the encoding is over and the resulting message (known as the ciphertext) can be sent to its destination. At the message’s destination the process is reversed to obtain the plaintext. This type of cipher is very old and has been used by many famous people in history. [136, 74]

Example The following is an example of using a monoalphabetic substitution cipher. To encrypt the message, “THIS IS AN EXAMPLE”, using the key shown in table 6.1 the following process is followed. The first character in the plaintext is taken, “T”, and looked up in the key. The first letter in the ciphertext is then the one shown in the
key to replace “T”, which in this case is “G”. Then the second letter is taken, “H” and looked up in the key. The second letter in the ciphertext is then the one shown in the key to replace “H”, which is “S”. This process is repeated for every letter in the plaintext, which results in a ciphertext of “GSRH RH ZM VCZNKOV”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plaintext</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>J</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>M</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ciphertext</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plaintext</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ciphertext</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: An example key for a substitution cipher

To decrypt the ciphertext the recipient of the message reverses the process. So the first letter of the ciphertext is taken, “G” this is looked up in the ciphertext side of the recipients copy of the key and replaced with the related letter on the plaintext side, “T”. Then the second letter of the ciphertext is taken, “S”, and replaced with the related letter on the plaintext side of the key, “H”. Once this has been done for each letter in the ciphertext the resulting message is shown “THIS IS AN EXAMPLE”.

**Frequency Analysis**

The traditional method for breaking a monoalphabetic substitution cipher is through the use of frequency analysis. This method was first documented by the Arab scientist Abū Yūsūf Ya‘qūb ibn Is-hāq ibn as-Sabbāh ibn ʿomrān Isma‘īl-Kindī[2, 1]. Despite Al-Kindi’s work containing detailed analysis of statistics and Arabic syntax and phonetics he summarised his cryptanalysis method in two paragraphs.

“One way to solve an encrypted message is, if we know its language, is to find a
different plaintext of the same language long enough to fill one sheet or so, and then we count the occurrences of each letter. We call the most frequently occurring letter the ‘first’, the next most occurring letter the ‘second’, the following most occurring letter the ‘third’, and so on, until we account for all the different letters in the plaintext sample.

Then we look at the ciphertext we want to solve and we also classify its symbols. We find the most occurring symbol and change it to the form of the ‘first’ letter, the next most common symbol is changed to the form of the ‘second’ letter and the following most common symbol is changed to the form of the ‘third’ letter, and so on, until we account for all symbols of the cryptogram we want to solve.”

**Example**  If we apply Al-Kindi’s method to the ciphertext produced in our first example then we get the following. The ciphertext was “GSRH RH ZM VCZNKOV” and the frequency of letters in this ciphertext is shown in table 6.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Z</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Frequency of Characters in the Ciphertext

The most common letters in English are the letters “E”, “T”, “A”, “O” and “I”. So in the key used, these letters are more likely to map to “H”, “R”, “V” and “Z”. To help
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decide which letter is the most likely to represent the common letters in the ciphertext, the layout of the ciphertext can be examined. In the ciphertext the letter “R” is always followed by the letter “H” and this pair of letters also exist as a single word on their own as well as the end of the first word. This suggests that “R” maps to “I” and “H” maps to “S” as the pair “IS” is most common to appear in this pattern.

The message now looks like this “GSis is ZM VCZNKO V”, this suggests that the letter “G” maps to the letter “T” while the letter “S” maps to the letter “H”. This leaves the letters “E”, “A” and “O” as probable choices for the last two common letters in the ciphertext “Z” and “E”. “Z” is chosen to map to the letter “A” as the letter “V” is likely to map to a consonant and hence the last word should be preceded by the word “an”, this also gives the mapping of the letter “M” to “N”.

The message now looks like “This is an VCaNKO V”. The letter “E” is chosen as a mapping to the letter “V”. The cryptanalyst is now left looking for a word seven letters in length, that starts and ends with the letter “E” and has “A” as the third letter. The cryptanalyst would not have much difficulty in guessing the last word as “example”. In fact a search of a spell checker’s dictionary reveals the following 6 possibilities of which “Example” is the only one which fits with the rest of the known text both syntactically and semantically.

- Erasure
- Emanate
- Evacuee
- Evasive
Examine

Example

6.3.1 GA to Solve a Monoalphabetic Substitution Cipher

A GA was designed to help in the breaking of a monoalphabetic substitution cipher. Each individual in the GA consisted of a sequence of letters (A – Z). Each letter could only appear once in each individual and each individual must contain all twenty-six letters, the only difference between individuals is the ordering of the twenty-six letters.

The GA uses real encoding rather than binary encoding as this allows the GA to use crossover and mutation operators that are easier to implement and will always produce valid individuals. As the intelligent fitness functions and partial fitness functions operations are independent of the encoding method used for the genome they can be applied to this GA using real encoding in the same way that they would be applied to a binary encoded GA.

The crossover operator uses a variation on the single point crossover method. It picks a random point in the genome as the crossover point. The first part of the genome, up to the crossover point, is then carried forward to the child genome. A copy of the second parent is made and as each letter up to the crossover point is copied forwards it is removed from the copy of the second parent. After all the letters up to the crossover point have been carried forward then letters left in the copy of the second parent are appended to the end of the child’s genome.
Example  The following example shows the crossover operator in action. Table 6.3 shows the selected parents, in this example the parents only consist of 5 genes. The crossover point is picked as between the third and fourth gene. So the first gene of parent one, “A”, is carried forwards as the first gene of the child. After carrying the gene forwards to the child the matching gene from the copy of the second parent is removed, in this case it is also the first gene. Then the second gene of parent one, “B” is carried forwards to the child. After carrying the gene forward the matching gene in the copy of parent two is removed, this is the fourth gene. The third gene, “C”, is then carried forwards from parent one to the child. After carrying the third gene forward the matching gene from the copy of the second parent is then removed, the second gene this time.

Table 6.4 shows the state of the first parent, the copy of the second parent and the child after the crossover point is reached. At this stage the first gene still contained in the copy of the second parent, “E”, is appended to the child’s genome. Then finally the last gene contained in the copy of the second parent, “D” is appended to the child’s genome. This results in the new individual shown in table 6.5.

| Parent 1 | A | B | C | D | E |
| Parent 2 | A | C | E | B | D |

Table 6.3: Parents

| Parent 1 | A | B | C | D | E |
| Copy of Parent 2 | E | D |
| Child | A | B | C |

Table 6.4: After First Stage of Crossover
The mutation operator swaps two randomly chosen genes over. As the GA is using real encoding this means that two letters in the key ordering are swapped over. Both the crossover and mutation method always produce valid individuals provided they are supplied with valid individuals.

To fitness test each individual the GA uses the individual’s genome as the key to decipher the message. Once deciphered the resulting plaintext has a frequency table produced for it. This table is then compared to a frequency table generated from a collection of documents written by the same author. The frequency table consists of not only the frequency of single letters but also the frequency of pairs of letters and triplets of letters.

Each individual also scored extra fitness if the first few characters from their resulting plaintext matched a crib. A crib is a known part of a message, usually the first part of a message can be known to an attacker, e.g. if the sender always starts their letters with the word “Dear” then this would be a good crib.

Limitations

The GA can be applied to any monoalphabetic substitution cipher that uses an English alphabet, changes to the GA would need to be made for it to break messages whose plaintext is in another language. The genome would need to be changed to take into account a different alphabet. Also the frequency tables used by the fitness function would need
to be modified as different languages have different standard frequency counts.

6.4 Intelligent Fitness Functions

The GA described in Section 6.3.1 is compared to a GA equipped with an intelligent fitness function. Both GAs were configured based on the results of research described in Chapters 3 and 4 using a population size of 6 and an elitism level of 1. The intelligent fitness function was equipped with a long term memory with a size of 30 individuals. The storage strategy used by the long term memory was time based.

The periods of time reported in Section 6.4.1 for the tests were produced on a machine with the following specification.

- **Processor**: Athlon XP 1500+ processor
- **Memory**: 364MBs.
- **Operating System**: Debian Linux.
- **Language**: C++

6.4.1 Results

The two GAs are compared on three criteria, the length of time taken to run the GA for 10,000 generations, the number of fitness tests actually run and the fitness levels achieved by the GAs against the number of fitness tests performed. The GAs were run 50 times each so an average result could be obtained. Both GAs were run using the same 50 seeds for their pseudo random number generator.

On average after 10,000 generations the standard GA and the GA using an intelligent
fitness function both achieved a key that was 85% correct. The GA using an intelligent fitness function achieved this level in 66% of the number of fitness tests as the standard GA. The T-Test results show this difference to be 99.9% significant.

Time

Table 6.6 shows the length of time in seconds each run of the standard GA took. On average each run took 4 minutes and 45 seconds to perform 10,000 generations. Table 6.7 shows the length of time in seconds that the GA, with the intelligent fitness function, took to perform 10,000 generations. The average time for the GA, using an intelligent fitness function, was 3 minutes and 14 seconds.

The GA, using an intelligent fitness function, showed an average saving of 1 minute and 31 seconds over the standard GA. That is a 31.9% saving over the standard GA.

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>288.67</td>
<td>285.49</td>
<td>284.66</td>
<td>284.30</td>
<td>283.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>284.42</td>
<td>285.26</td>
<td>286.01</td>
<td>285.75</td>
<td>285.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285.32</td>
<td>285.10</td>
<td>285.05</td>
<td>285.62</td>
<td>285.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285.77</td>
<td>285.52</td>
<td>285.61</td>
<td>285.42</td>
<td>285.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285.26</td>
<td>285.38</td>
<td>285.32</td>
<td>285.30</td>
<td>285.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285.64</td>
<td>285.79</td>
<td>285.69</td>
<td>285.69</td>
<td>285.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285.63</td>
<td>285.56</td>
<td>285.52</td>
<td>285.59</td>
<td>285.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285.64</td>
<td>285.57</td>
<td>285.51</td>
<td>285.56</td>
<td>285.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285.70</td>
<td>285.67</td>
<td>285.91</td>
<td>285.92</td>
<td>285.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>285.54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6: Time of the standard GA runs, in seconds
Table 6.7: Time, in seconds, of the runs of the GA using an intelligent fitness function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>192.33</th>
<th>195.35</th>
<th>194.85</th>
<th>195.91</th>
<th>195.55</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>195.17</td>
<td>194.92</td>
<td>194.80</td>
<td>194.44</td>
<td>194.22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194.03</td>
<td>194.33</td>
<td>194.25</td>
<td>194.21</td>
<td>194.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193.92</td>
<td>194.24</td>
<td>194.18</td>
<td>194.03</td>
<td>194.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194.08</td>
<td>194.04</td>
<td>194.22</td>
<td>194.15</td>
<td>194.14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194.20</td>
<td>194.26</td>
<td>194.33</td>
<td>194.24</td>
<td>194.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194.24</td>
<td>194.40</td>
<td>194.33</td>
<td>194.35</td>
<td>194.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194.41</td>
<td>194.38</td>
<td>194.41</td>
<td>194.35</td>
<td>194.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194.43</td>
<td>194.42</td>
<td>194.45</td>
<td>194.39</td>
<td>194.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>194.39</td>
<td>194.47</td>
<td>194.50</td>
<td>194.51</td>
<td>194.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fitness Tests Performed

The graph in Figure 6.1 shows the number of fitness tests performed by the two GAs against the number of generations carried out. The GA using an intelligent fitness function has carried out just over 66% of the number of fitness tests carried out by the standard GA by the end of the 10,000 generations.
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Figure 6.1: Fitness Tests Performed by the standard GA and the GA using an intelligent fitness function.

Fitness Levels

Figure 6.2 shows the fitness levels of both the GAs against the number of fitness tests performed. The results are only shown up to 40,000 fitness tests as this is approximately the average number of fitness tests performed by the GA using an intelligent fitness function. The actual number being 40,649.

The GA using an intelligent fitness function achieved a better fitness level over 40,000 fitness tests than the standard GA.
Figure 6.2: Average Fitness Levels of both the GAs against the number of fitness tests performed.

### 6.5 Partial Fitness Functions

The GA described in Section 6.3.1 is compared to a GA equipped with a partial fitness function. Both GAs have a population size of 60 and are run 50 times for 1000 full generations. The standard GA used elitism with a level of 1. The GA using a partial fitness function tests $\frac{1}{3}$ of each individual per partial generation and replaces $\frac{1}{3}$ of the population each partial generation. The settings for the GA with a partial fitness function are based upon the results of Chapter 5. As $\frac{1}{3}$ of each individual is tested per partial
generation there are 3 partial generations to each full generation. Both GAs were started with the same 50 seeds for their pseudo random number generators.

6.5.1 Results

The graph in Figure 6.3 shows the fitness levels achieved by both the standard GA and the GA using a partial fitness function. The GA using a partial fitness function gets off to a better start over the first 500 partial generations. Over the next 2500 partial fitness functions the GA using a partial fitness function keeps the lead in fitness that it gained initially.

Figure 6.3: Fitness levels, of the standard GA and the GA using a partial fitness function, against number of partial generations.
Figure 6.4: Difference between the fitness levels, of the standard GA and the GA using a partial fitness function, against number of partial generations.

The graph in Figure 6.4 shows the difference between the fitness levels of the two GAs. At the early stages the difference between the two GAs increases above 24,000 in favour of the GA using a partial fitness function. As the number of generations increases the GA with a standard fitness function reduces the difference. After 3,000 partial generations (1,000 normal generations) the difference between the two GAs is still 15,000 in favour of the GA using a partial fitness function.

When the two GAs are compared with the amount of the key that is correct then there is very little difference on average (see Table 6.8) and that difference is shown by
Table 6.8: Average, Standard Deviation and Standard Error of the best final fitness of each of 50 runs

the T-test result of 0.7 to not be significant (see Table 6.9). The best of all the runs shows the GA with a partial fitness function as 8% better than the the best of all the runs for the GA with a standard fitness function.

It is interesting to note that the average of the runs for both GAs produces keys that are at a very similar level of correctness, yet the GA with a partial fitness function is scoring significantly higher fitness levels. This shows that the GA with a partial fitness function is producing a key that has more important letters in correct places. The important letters being the more common ones as this leaves the more obscure letters for the cryptanalyst to work out, which is easier for a cryptanalyst (It is easy to spot that ‘ALMHA’ should be ‘ALPHA’ than ‘MLPHM’). Figure 6.5 shows the first 100 deciphered characters for an average key and the best key for both GAs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fitness</th>
<th>Key Correctness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T-Test</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.9: T-Test results for fitness levels difference and key correctness difference

Standard Fitness Function

Average Fitness Level Decipherment

THEWA VERTU MBLER LOCKT HEWAV ERTUM BLERL OCKWA SZENE LOPEZ
ASALO WCOST LOCKT HATOV VEREZ AREAS OFABL EZEXR EEOVS ECURI

Best Fitness Level Decipherment

THEWA FERTU MBLER LOCKT HEWAF ERTUM BLERL OCKWA NDEVE LOPED
ANALO WCONT LOCKT HATOF FERED AREAN OSABL EDEQR EEOFN ECURI

Partial Fitness Function

Average Fitness Level Decipherment

THEWA FERTU MBLER LOCKT HEWAF ERTUM BLERL OCKWA SXEPE LOGEX
ASALO WCOST LOCKT HATOF FEREX AREAS ONABL EXEQR EEOFS ECURI

Best Fitness Level Decipherment

THEWA FERTU MBLER LOCKT HEWAF ERTUM BLERL OCKWA SDEVE LOPED
ASALO WCOST LOCKT HATOF FERED AREAS OZABL EDEGR EEOFS ECURI

Figure 6.5: Examples of text deciphered using keys from the standard GA and the GA using a partial fitness function.
6.6 Summary and Conclusions

The same pattern in the results for the intelligent fitness function, shown in Chapter 4, has been repeated with a GA tackling a monoalphabetic substitution cipher. The fitness test was more computationally intensive than those tested in Chapter 4 and as such the savings on time are more apparent. The intelligent fitness function achieved a saving in time of 31.9%.

The GA using a partial fitness function has shown again the same ability to perform better than a standard GA, as shown originally in Chapter 5. The GA using a partial fitness function achieved on average a level of correctness 1% higher than the standard GA, which is shown by the T-Test result of 0.7 as not being significant. The best run of the partial fitness function achieved a level of correctness 8% better than the best run of the standard GA.

Comparing the two GAs fitness levels shows that there is a difference of 15,411 in favour of the partial fitness function which is significant at the 99% level. This means that while the GA with a partial fitness function is only getting the same percentage of the key correct as the normal GA, the parts of the key it does get correct are more important.

While none of the GAs managed to get a 100% correct key in any of the runs, even the worst runs achieved keys that were better than 65% correct, and the best runs achieved keys that were better than 83% correct with some achieving keys that were above 91% correct.

The results in this Chapter show that intelligent fitness functions and partial fitness functions can be used to help GAs being used for cryptanalysis of monoalphabetic
substitution ciphers.

Even though no complete solution was found in the limited time given to the GAs, the partial solutions achieved would be useful for a cryptanalyst. After all it is better to have to start with 65% of a solution than no solution. By using the partial solutions along with the frequency counts of the enciphered message the cryptanalyst can easily discover where the frequency counts differ from the expected and quickly work out which parts of the key are wrong and which are correct.
Chapter 7

Discussion and Conclusion

7.1 Introduction

This Chapter discusses the use of intelligent fitness functions and partial fitness functions to improve the efficiency and performance of GAS. Also possible future work and the contribution to knowledge by this Thesis will be discussed.

7.2 Discussion

7.2.1 Intelligent Fitness Functions

Chapters 4 and 6 introduced intelligent fitness functions and showed the degree of savings they can achieve. Intelligent fitness functions can be applied to the following areas as well as to standard GAS.
GA As Using Approximations for Fitness Functions As intelligent fitness functions do not change how the fitness of an individual is calculated they can be applied to GAs which have an approximation as a fitness function in the same way they would be applied to a standard GA. As some approximations can be calculated faster than an intelligent fitness function can search its memory they may not always be suitable. Equation 4.1 should be used to calculate if it would be suitable to use an intelligent fitness function with the approximation.

Hybrid GAs As the GA part of a hybrid GA is usually just a normal GA then it can be equipped with an intelligent fitness function to improve it. This would the same as adding an intelligent fitness function to a normal GA. Again Equation 4.1 should be used to decide whether it would be beneficial to use an intelligent fitness function.

Some of the secondary methods used by hybrid GAs use a fitness function to assess the fitness of neighbouring individuals (e.g. Local Search, Simulated Annealing, etc.). These fitness functions could be replaced with an intelligent fitness function which may lead to an improvement in the efficiency and performance of the hybrid GA. As the secondary method will have a different level of efficiency it would be necessary to investigate the secondary method separately to decide if an intelligent fitness function would be beneficial.

If it is beneficial for the secondary method to use an intelligent fitness function then the next question would be “Should it use the same memory as the GA or should it use a separate memory?” The intuitive answer would be that the search patterns of GAs and secondary methods are different so stored individuals for one would not be useful for the other. If this is the case then it would suggest that separate memories would be better for the GA and the secondary method. This
would need to be examined for a variety of secondary methods and problem classes.

**Other Heuristics** As with some of the secondary methods of hybrid GAs any heuristic that uses a fitness function can have an intelligent fitness function applied to it. Each of these heuristics would have to be investigated to see if it would be worth while equipping it with an intelligent fitness function. Equation 4.1 can be used to calculate if an intelligent fitness function would be worth while for a heuristic. Some heuristics are less likely to benefit from an intelligent fitness function than others. For example a tabu search is less likely to encounter duplicates as it is designed to not move back to locations it has recently searched and as such would probably not benefit much from an intelligent fitness function.

Intelligent fitness functions will not help improve the performance of a GA which falls into one of the following categories.

**Quick Fitness Function.** If the GA has a fitness function that can be calculated quicker than the intelligent fitness function can search and maintain its memory then the GA’s performance will be lowered. Equation 4.1 can be used to decide if a GA will be able to benefit from an intelligent fitness function.

**High Efficiency.** If the GA has a high level of efficiency already then an intelligent fitness function will be less likely to help improve the performance. Equation 4.1 can again be used to decide if the GA will benefit from an intelligent fitness function.

**Changing values of fitness.** If the GA is tackling a problem where an individual will not always return the same fitness value each time it is tested then an intelligent
fitness function is not suitable as the value it has stored may not be the current fitness value for an individual.

7.2.2 Partial Fitness Functions

Partial fitness functions could be applied to the problem of finding the optimum settings for packet transmission as described in Chapter 2. Each partial generation could last for 2 days. At the end of each partial generation the average delay for each individual would be used. As the fitness of each individual is the average delay there is no need to normalise the fitness value. Following the results in Chapter 5, \( \frac{1}{7} \) of the population should be replaced after every partial fitness function to keep the GA stable. If more partial generations were required then the partial generations could last for 1 day and \( \frac{1}{14} \) of the population could be replaced.

Hybrid GAs can also benefit from the use of partial fitness functions. The GA part of a hybrid GA could use a partial fitness function provided it meets the same criteria as a normal GA using a partial fitness function. The secondary method will in most cases require an individual’s full fitness level as they tend to work on single solutions rather than a population of solutions. Some heuristics that use a population may be able to benefit from a partial fitness function though these would need to be investigated.

Maxwell claimed that his method for genetic programming produced programs that have a “greater efficiency”[97]. In genetic programming a solution that has a greater efficiency than another is of a higher quality. These claims match the results of the partial fitness function tested in Chapter 6 where the solutions produced by the partial fitness functions were the better parts of the key and as such were a higher quality.
Partial Fitness Functions cannot be applied to every GA as some are not suitable. Partial fitness functions cannot be used in the following case.

**Single Stage Fitness Functions.** If the fitness function cannot be broken up into a number of stages that give a reasonable indication of the overall fitness of an individual then there is no partial fitness levels available to the GA to work with.

Also the results in Chapters 5 and 6 suggest that the larger the number of generations that a GA can run for the lower the effect that a partial fitness function has on the performance of the GA.

### 7.3 Contribution to Knowledge

This Thesis has addressed the problem of improving the performance and efficiency of GAs. The efficiency has been improved by decreasing the number of duplicate fitness tests being performed. Improving the efficiency in this way reduces the time the GA takes to achieve a number of generations and as such also improves the performance of the GA. The performance has also been improved by increasing the frequency of evolutionary steps without decreasing the population size.

The improvement in efficiency was achieved through the use of intelligent fitness functions. Standard fitness functions can be modified to become intelligent fitness functions without having to alter any other part of the GA. This means that current GAs can be modified to take advantage of intelligent fitness functions without needing to alter the GA system used, only the fitness function. Once a GA is using an intelligent fitness function it can then use a smaller population size without decreasing the efficiency of
CHAPTER 7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The decrease in the population size gives an increase in the number of generations available in a fixed length of time. As shown in Chapter 3 this gives an increase in the performance of the GA.

The second improvement has been achieved through the use of partial fitness functions. The partial fitness functions need modifications in the way the GA handles the production of the next generation. This means that an existing GA system would need to be modified to use a partial fitness function. Once the system has been adapted to the partial fitness function the GA can then discard unpromising individuals and select promising individuals without having to fully fitness test each individual.

7.3.1 Achieved Objectives

The objectives of this Thesis and how they were met are as follows

Assess the effect population sizes have on the performance and efficiency of GAs running within a fixed length of time with a slow fitness function. Chapter 3 assessed the effects that changing the population size and level of elitism has on GAs. It was discovered that lower population sizes perform better than larger population sizes when running within a fixed length of time but the lower population sizes have a lower level of efficiency.

Introduce new methods for improving the performance and efficiency of GAs with a slow fitness function. Chapters 4 and 5 introduced intelligent fitness functions and partial fitness functions.
Investigate the effects that the introduced methods have on GAs running within a fixed length of time. Chapters 4 and 5 investigated the effects that intelligent fitness functions and partial fitness functions have on GAs running within a fixed length of time.

Investigate the improvement provided by the methods to a GA with a slow fitness function. Chapter 6 investigated the improvements provided by intelligent fitness functions and partial fitness functions applied to a GA designed for breaking a monoalphabetic substitution cipher.

7.4 Future Work

Future work relating to intelligent fitness functions should include the following areas.

Hybrid GAs, as discussed earlier in this Chapter could benefit from the use of intelligent fitness functions. The possibility of the secondary method using an intelligent fitness function should be investigated. The advantages and disadvantages of the GA’s intelligent fitness function and the secondary method’s intelligent fitness function sharing the same memory should also be investigated.

Other Heuristics That Use a Fitness Function could benefit from the use of an intelligent fitness function. This is a large area to be researched as each heuristic would have to be investigated to decide if it would benefit from an intelligent fitness function.

Future work in the area of partial fitness functions should include the following areas.
Hybrid GAs can have the GA part improved by a partial fitness function. The fact that most hybrid GAs run the GA for a fixed length of time means that it is more likely to benefit from using a partial fitness function.

Other Heuristics may be able to use a partial fitness function if they use a population of solutions. Each heuristic would have to be investigated separately to decide if it could benefit from a partial fitness function.

Effects on unlimited GA runs will have to be investigated as the results in Chapter 6 indicated that as the number of full generations increase the benefits of a partial fitness function decrease. It would be interesting to see if there is a point where a standard GA surpasses the GA with a partial fitness function.

It would also be interesting to explore why sometimes the GA with a population size of 6 performs better than a population size of 60 in the same number of generations.

### 7.5 Conclusion

This Thesis has introduced intelligent fitness functions and partial fitness functions, both can improve the performance of GAs.

Intelligent fitness functions improve the performance of a GA by reducing the length of time the GA takes to complete a number of generations. The reduction is achieved by removing the need to re-evaluate the fitness of individuals seen before.

Partial fitness functions improve the performance of a GA by increasing the frequency that GAs are capable of taking evolutionary steps.
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Appendix B

Full Results for Chapter 3

B.1 Population Sizes and their Effects on Performance

This section shows and discusses the results of the experiments examining the effects of population sizes on the performance of the GA.

B.1.1 One Max Problem

The following graphs show the results of the runs of the GA, with the varying population sizes, against the One Max Problem.
Figure B.1: Average Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the three different population sizes, shown against generations.

The graph in Figure B.1 shows the average best fitness of all three population sizes. They are shown against generations to show the difference in the number of generations the different population sizes can evolve for in the same length of time. While the higher population sizes do marginally better to start with, the population size of 6 manages to improve its fitness to a higher level than the other population sizes with the extra generations it can achieve in the time available to it. It is interesting to note that the population size of 6 performs better than the population size of 60 within the same number of generations, this is discussed later.
Figure B.2: Average Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the three different population sizes, shown against time

The graph in Figure B.2 shows the average best fitness of all three population sizes. They are shown against the time taken to run the GA. This graph shows that the population size of 6 does better than the higher population sizes when compared on time taken.
Figure B.3: Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the GA with a population size of 6.

The graph in Figure B.3 shows the average best fitness level of the GA with a population size of 6, the best fitness level the GA achieved with a population size of 6 and the worst best fitness level the GA achieved with a population size of 6.
Figure B.4: Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the GA with a population size of 60.

The graph in Figure B.4 shows the average best fitness level of the GA with a population size of 60, the best fitness level the GA achieved with a population size of 60 and the worst best fitness level of the 50 runs the GA achieved with a population size of 60.
Figure B.5: Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the GA with a population size of 600.

The graph in Figure B.5 shows the average fitness level of the GA with a population size of 600, the best fitness level the GA achieved with a population size of 600 and the worst best fitness level of the 50 runs the GA achieved with a population size of 600.
Table B.1: Average fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, of the three different population sizes tested

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population Size</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 Generations</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Generations</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>649</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000 Generations</td>
<td>788</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.1 shows the average fitness levels of the three different population sizes at forty, four hundred and four thousand generations. While at 40 Generations the best results is that of the GA with a population size of 600 followed by that of the GA with a population size of 60 and the population size 6 performing the worst.

The GA with a population size of 600 has used up all the time available to it by the 40th generation and as such has not been able to improve on its fitness level of 576. The GA with a population size of 60 has reached a fitness level of 649 but the GA with a population size of 6 has produced a fitness level of 676. This is interesting as the lower population size has achieved a higher fitness level than the population size of 60 in the same number of generations, which will have taken it $\frac{1}{10}$ of the time to run. This result is counter intuitive and will need to be researched more to understand why it occurs.

The GA with a population size of 60 has used up all the time available to it by the 400th generation and as such has not been able to improve on its fitness level. At its 4000th generation the GA with a population size of 6 has reached the highest fitness achieved by the runs.
B.1.2 Deceptive Trap Functions

The following graphs show the results of the runs of the GA, with the varying population sizes, with the Deceptive Trap Function as a fitness function.

![Graph showing average fitness levels for different population sizes](image)

Figure B.6: Average Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for all three population sizes, shown against generations

The graph in Figure B.6 shows the average fitness of all three population sizes. They are shown against generations to show the difference in the number of generations the different population sizes can evolve for in the same length of time. Just like the GA with the one max problem the higher population sizes do better at the start, but the population size of 6 manages to improve its fitness to a higher level than the other
population sizes with the extra generations it can achieve in the time available to it. Again the population size of 6 surpassed the performance of the population size of 60 within the same number of generations. This is discussed later.

Figure B.7: Average Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for all three population sizes, shown against time

The graph in Figure B.7 shows the average fitness of all three population sizes against the time taken to run the GA. Again the population size of 6 performs better than the higher population sizes in a set length of time.
Figure B.8: Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the GA with a population size of 6

The graph in Figure B.8 shows the average fitness level of the GA with a population size of 6, the best fitness level the GA achieved with a population size of 6 and the worst best fitness level of the 50 runs the GA achieved with a population size of 6.

The levelling off of the average fitness level and the worst fitness level is due to the GA getting trapped at a local minimum and failing to escape. The levelling off for the best fitness level is due to the GA solving the problem and as such has reached the highest fitness level.
Figure B.9: Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the GA with a population size of 60

The graph in Figure B.9 shows the average fitness level of the GA with a population size of 60, the best fitness level the GA achieved with a population size of 60 and the worst best fitness level of the 50 runs the GA achieved with a population size of 60.

Again the levelling off of the average fitness level is due to the GA getting stuck at local minimum. While the levelling off of the best fitness level is due to it solving the problem.
The graph in Figure B.10 shows the average fitness level of the GA with a population size of 600, the best fitness level the GA achieved with a population size of 600 and the worst best fitness level the GA achieved with a population size of 600. It is interesting to note that the GA with a population size of 600 fails to achieve the maximum score with any of its runs despite having a higher initial best fitness level.
Table B.2: Average fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, of the three different population sizes tested

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population Size</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 Generations</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Generations</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000 Generations</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.2 shows that after all three population sizes had evolved for 40 generations the population size of 600 had achieved the highest fitness level.

The GA with a population size of 600 has used up all of the time available to it by 40 generations and never reaches 400 generations. So it has not been able to improve upon its fitness level of 79. Both the GAs using a population size of 6 and 60 have overtaken it at this stage. At the 400 generation stage the GA with a population size of 6 has also overtaken the GA with a population size of 60. It is important to remember that the GA with a population size of 6 has taken \(\frac{1}{10}\) of the time that the GA with a population size of 60 has taken to get to this stage.

The GA with a population size of 60 has used up all the time available to it by 400 generations and never reaches 4000 generations. So it has not been able to improve upon its fitness level. The GA with a population size of 6 has been able to improve slightly again, reaching the fitness level of 84, which is the highest encountered.

The best run for the GA with a population size of 6 reached the maximum possible fitness level in the 95\(^{th}\) generation. The best run for the GA with a population size of 60 reached the maximum possible fitness level in the 45\(^{th}\) generation. While this is a
difference of 50 generations, the best run of the GA with a population size of 6 reached the maximum fitness level in 3% of the time available to it while the best run of the GA with a population size of 60 reached the maximum possible fitness level in 12% of the available time.

B.1.3 GA Hard Problem

The following graphs show the results of the runs of the GA, with the varying population sizes, against the GA Hard Problem. The default parameters were used for the GA Hard Problem.

![Graph](image)

Figure B.11: Average Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the three different population sizes, shown against generations
The graph in Figure B.11 shows the average fitness of all three population sizes. They are shown against generations to show the difference in the number of generations the different population sizes can evolve for in the same length of time. While the higher population sizes do better to start with the population size of 6 manages to improve its fitness to the same level as the other population sizes with the extra generations it can achieve in the time available to it.

Figure B.12: Average Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the three different population sizes, shown against time

The graph in Figure B.12 shows the average fitness of all three population sizes. They are shown against the time taken to run the GA. This graph shows that the population size of 6 actually reaches the level that all the population sizes get stuck on
first, while the higher population sizes take longer to get there.

![Graph](image)

**Figure B.13:** Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the GA with a population size of 6

The graph in Figure B.13 shows the average fitness level of the GA with a population size of 6, the best fitness level the GA achieved with a population size of 6 and the worst best fitness level the GA achieved with a population size of 6.
Figure B.14: Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the GA with a population size of 60

The graph in Figure B.14 shows the average fitness level of the GA with a population size of 60, the best fitness level the GA achieved with a population size of 60 and the worst best fitness level the GA achieved with a population size of 60.
Figure B.15: Fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the GA with a population size of 600

The graph in Figure B.15 shows the average fitness level of the GA with a population size of 600, the best fitness level the GA achieved with a population size of 600 and the worst best fitness level the GA achieved with a population size of 600.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population Size</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 Generations</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Generations</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000 Generations</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.3: Average fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, of the three different population sizes tested

Table B.3 shows the fitness levels achieved by the GA with the three different population sizes after 40, 400 and 4000 generations. After 40 generations the GAs with a population size of 60 and 600 have achieved the same level of fitness. The population size of 6 has achieved an almost equal level of fitness.

The GA with a population size of 600 has used up all the time available to it by the 40th generation so never manages to improve on the fitness level of 100. Both the GAs with a population size 6 and 60 had achieved the same level of fitness by their 400th generation.

The GA with a population size of 60 has used up all the time available to it by its 400th generation so never manages to improve its fitness level above 105. The GA with a population size of 6 failed to achieve a higher level of fitness despite having enough time to run for 4000 generations.
B.2 Population Sizes and their Effects on Performance Using a Different Model of Elitism

This section shows and discusses the results of the experiments (see section 3.4.3) testing the effects of population sizes on the performance of the GA when a different model of elitism is used.

B.2.1 One Max Problem

The results of the experiments on the One Max Problem are shown in Figure B.16 and Table B.4. The graph in Figure B.16 shows the average best fitness levels for the population sizes against time. Table B.4 shows the average best fitness level achieved by each of the population sizes at 40 and 400 generations.
Figure B.16: Average fitness levels, of the best of each of 50 runs, for the three different population sizes, shown against time

The graph shown in Figure B.16 shows that for the One Max Problem a population size 6 outperforms a population size of 60 and 600. Compared to the results shown in Figure B.2 the population sizes of 60 and 600 have performed better, but they are still a good distance behind the results for the population size of 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population Size</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 Generations</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Generations</td>
<td>676</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.4: Average fitness levels, of the best of 50 runs of the three population sizes tested
Table B.4 shows the average best fitness levels achieved by the different population sizes at 40 and 400 generations. In Table B.1 at 400 generations the population size of 6 had achieved a higher average best fitness level than that of the population size of 60 at 400 generations. This configuration of GA which carries the best \( \frac{1}{6} \) forward to the next population showed a similar anomaly, where the population size of 60 has a higher average best fitness level than the population size of 600 at 40 generations. This suggests that the anomaly is related to the elitism levels the GAs are using.

B.2.2 Deceptive Trap Functions

The results of the experiments on the Deceptive Trap Functions are shown in Figure B.17 and Table B.5. Figure B.17 shows the average best fitness levels for the population sizes against time, while Table B.5 shows the average best fitness level achieved by each of the population sizes at 40 and 400 generations.
Figure B.17 shows that for the GA tackling the Deceptive Trap Functions the population size of 60 outperforms the population sizes of 6 and 600. The population size of 6 performs better than the population size of 60 in the early stages, but as the time the GA has been evolving for increases the population size of 60 overtakes it.

Again compared to the results shown in Figure B.7 the population sizes of 60 and 600 have performed better. Though the population size of 600 still does not perform as well as the population sizes of 6 and 60.
Table B.5: Average fitness levels, of the best of 50 runs of the three population sizes tested

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population Size</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>600</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40 Generations</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Generations</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.5 shows the average best fitness levels achieved by the different population sizes at 40 and 400 generations. Section B.2 shows an anomaly where the population size of 6 had achieved a higher average best fitness level than the population size of 60. This anomaly is not present in the results for this configuration of GA.

### B.2.3 GA Hard Problem

The results of the experiments on the GA Hard Problem are shown in the graph in Figure B.18 and Table B.6. The graph in Figure B.18 shows the average best fitness levels for the population sizes against time, while Table B.6 shows the average best fitness level achieved by each of the population sizes at 40 and 400 generations.
The graph shown in Figure B.18 shows that for the GA Hard Problem the population sizes of 6 and 60 are very close. The population size of 6 outperforms the population size of 60 and 600 in the time available to it.

Compared to the results shown in Figure B.12 the results are similar with the exception of the population size of 600 which has performed better, though still not as well as the population sizes of 6 and 60.
Table B.6 shows the average best fitness levels achieved by the different population sizes at 40 and 400 generations. Interestingly at 40 generation the population sizes of 60 and 600 have achieved the same average best fitness level.

### B.3 Population Sizes and their Effects on Efficiency

This section shows and discusses the results of the experiments (see section 3.4.4) testing the effects of population sizes on the efficiency of the GA.
B.3.1 One Max Problem

The graph in Figure B.19 shows the average number of locations in search space that the GA with a population size of 6 searched. It also shows the best possible result for a GA without elitism and the best possible result for a GA using an elitism level of one.

The GA with a population size of 6 has managed to achieve very close to the best efficiency that it could. The best possible result is not available to the GA as it is using elitism which results in individuals being carried forward and as such the next generation will always contain some individuals that have been seen before.
The graph in Figure B.20 shows the average locations in search space that the GA with a population size of 60 searched. The best possible result for a GA without elitism and the best possible result for a GA using elitism are also shown.

The GA with a population size of 60 has managed to achieve a result very close to that of the best possible results for a GA with elitism. Due to the lower number of generations that the GA with a population size of 60 can run in the available time, the difference between the best possible results and the best possible result for a GA with an elitism level of one is less than the difference for the GA with a population size of 6.
Figure B.21: Number of locations in search space searched by the GA with a population size of 600

The graph in Figure B.21 shows the average number of locations in search space that the GA with a population size of 600 has searched. The best possible result for a GA without elitism and the best possible result for a GA using elitism are also shown.

The GA with a population size of 600 has managed to achieve an almost perfect result for the efficiency. Again the lower number of generations has helped to improve the efficiency as the elitism has only carried forward a total of 40 individuals over the whole run.
Figure B.22: Number of locations in search space searched by the GA with each of the population sizes tested

The graph shown in Figure B.22 shows the average number of locations in search space searched by the GAs using the three population sizes. This shows that the population size of 6 has the worst efficiency while the population size of 600 has the best. The difference between the efficiency of the population size of 60 and the efficiency of the population size of 600 is smaller than that of the difference between the the population size of 6 and 60.
B.3.2 Deceptive Trap Functions

The graph in Figure B.23 shows the average number of locations in search space that the GA with a population size of 6 has searched. The best possible result for a GA without elitism and the best possible result for a GA using elitism are also shown.

Compared to the results for the GA tackling the One Max Problem a gap has appeared, between the best possible results for a GA using elitism and the average result for the GA with a population size of 6. This shows that there is room for improvement in the efficiency of the GA tackling the Deceptive Trap Functions with a population size
Figure B.24: Number of locations in search space searched by the GA with a population size of 60.

The graph in Figure B.24 shows the average number of locations in search space that the GA with a population size of 60 has searched. The best possible results for a GA without elitism and a GA using elitism are also shown.

Again when compared to the results of the GA tackling the One Max Problem a gap has appeared, between the best possible result for a GA using elitism and the average result for the GA with a population size of 60. While the possible improvement available to the efficiency of the GA is not as large as that of the GA using a population size of 6, there is still room for improvement.
Figure B.25: Number of locations in search space searched by the GA with a population size of 600

The graph in Figure B.25 shows the average number of locations in search space that the GA with a population size of 600 has searched. The best possible results for a GA without elitism and a GA using elitism are also shown.

The GA using a population size of 600 shows a bit more room for improvement, in the efficiency of the GA, than the GA tackling the One Max Problem did.
Figure B.26: Number of locations in search space searched by the GA with each of the population sizes tested.

The graph shown in Figure B.26 shows the average number of locations in search space searched by the GAs using the three population sizes. A similar result is shown to that of Figure B.22 with the difference in efficiency between the GA using a population size of 6 and the GA using a population size of 60 being larger than the difference between the GA using a population size of 60 and the GA using a population size of 600.
B.3.3 GA Hard Problem

![Graph showing the average number of locations in search space searched by the GA with a population size of 6.](image)

Figure B.27: Number of locations in search space searched by the GA with a population size of 6

The graph in Figure B.27 shows the average number of locations in search space that the GA with a population size of 6 has searched. The best possible results for a GA without elitism and a GA using elitism are also shown.

Compared to the results from the GAs tackling the One Max Problem and the Deceptive Trap Functions the efficiency of the GA has decreased by a large amount, as shown by the gap between the ‘Best Possible result with elitism’ and the ‘Average number of locations in search space searched’ lines.
Figure B.28: Number of locations in search space searched by the GA with a population size of 60

The graph in Figure B.28 shows the average number of locations in search space that the GA with a population size of 60 has searched. The best possible results for a GA without elitism and a GA using elitism are also shown.

Again the gap between the best possible result for a GA using elitism and the actual result achieved by the GA tackling the GA Hard Problem has grown compared to the One Max Problem and the Deceptive Trap Functions. Though the gap is still smaller for the GA using a population size of 60 than that of the one using a population size of 6.
Figure B.29: Number of locations in search space searched by the GA with a population size of 600

The graph in Figure B.29 shows the average number of locations in search space that the GA with a population size of 600 has searched. The best possible results for a GA without elitism and a GA using elitism are also shown.

Again the gap between the best result for a GA using elitism and that achieved by the GA using a population size of 600 has grown when compared to the One Max Problem and the Deceptive Trap Functions.
Figure B.30: Number of locations in search space searched by the GA with each of the population sizes tested

The graph shown in Figure B.30 shows the average number of locations in search space searched by the GAs using the three population sizes. Again the difference between the efficiency of the GA using a population size of 6 and the GA using a population size of 60 is larger than the difference in efficiency between the GA using a population size of 60 and the GA using a population size of 600.
B.4 Elitism Levels and their Effects on Performance

This section shows and discusses the results of the experiments (see section 3.4.5) the effects of elitism on the performance of GAs.

B.4.1 One Max Problem

The graph in Figure B.31 shows that for the One Max Problem the higher level of elitism is better. With a population size of 6 and no elitism the GA found it very hard to improve. With only one individual being carried forward the GA found it a lot easier
to make improvements. With two individuals being carried forward the GA found it even easier to make improvements. The best setting for elitism with the one max problem was with three individuals being carried forward.

### B.4.2 Deceptive Trap Functions

![Graph showing fitness levels for Deceptive Trap Function](image)

Figure B.32: Average Fitness Levels for the Deceptive Trap Function

Figure B.32 shows that for the Deceptive Trap Function, being tackled by the GA with a population size of 6, the best level of elitism is to carry one individual forward to the next generation. Carrying two individuals and three individuals forward produces good results but not as good as just carrying one forward, though the difference in fitness
between the three levels of elitism is marginal. Again the GA using no elitism found it hard to improve.

B.4.3 GA Hard Problem

The graph shown in Figure B.33 shows that for the GA Hard Problem carrying two individuals forward to the next generation gives the best result. Carrying one or three individuals forward gives a similar result to that of carrying two individuals forward. Carrying one, two or three individuals forward results in an almost identical level of fitness after 2000 generations. Again when the GA is not using elitism it fails to keep
improvements in the level of fitness.
Appendix C

Full Results for Chapter 5

C.1 One Max Problem

Figure C.1: Results of using a partial fitness function on the One Max Problem, replacing \( \frac{1}{10} \) the population after each partial fitness test
The graph in Figure C.1 shows that when replacing $\frac{1}{10}$ of the population after each generation the best partial fitness function is one that tests $\frac{1}{10}$ of an individual each generation. The next best partial fitness function is one that tests $\frac{2}{10}$ of an individual each generation. This pattern continues with the next best being a partial fitness function that tests $\frac{3}{10}$ of an individual each generation, and then one that tests $\frac{4}{10}$ of an individual each generation. The partial fitness function that tests $\frac{9}{10}$ of an individual each generation gives very similar results to a standard GA.

Figure C.2: Results of using a partial fitness function on the One Max Problem, replacing $\frac{2}{10}$ the population after each partial fitness test

The graph in Figure C.2 shows that when replacing $\frac{2}{10}$ of the population after each generation the fitness levels produced by the partial fitness functions testing $\frac{2}{10}$ to $\frac{9}{10}$
of an individual each generation, is greater than for the same fitness functions when replacing $\frac{1}{10}$ of the population. The results of the partial fitness function that tests $\frac{1}{10}$ of an individual each generation performs very badly.

Figure C.3: Results of using a partial fitness function on the One Max Problem, replacing $\frac{3}{10}$ the population after each partial fitness test

The graph in Figure C.3 shows that when replacing $\frac{3}{10}$ of the population after each generation the fitness levels produced by the partial fitness functions testing $\frac{4}{10}$ to $\frac{9}{10}$ of an individual each generation, is greater than for the same fitness functions when replacing $\frac{3}{10}$ of the population. The partial fitness function that tests $\frac{3}{10}$ of an individual each generation does not perform as well as it did in the previous experiments, but it still performs better than a standard GA. The partial fitness functions that test $\frac{1}{10}$ and
of an individual each generation performed very badly.

![Graph showing fitness over time for different partial fitness tests.](image)

**Figure C.4**: Results of using a partial fitness function on the One Max Problem, replacing \( \frac{4}{10} \) of the population after each partial fitness test.

The graph in Figure C.4 shows that when replacing \( \frac{4}{10} \) of the population after each generation the fitness levels produced by the partial fitness functions testing \( \frac{5}{10} \) to \( \frac{9}{10} \) of an individual each generation, is greater than for the same fitness functions when replacing \( \frac{3}{10} \) of the population. The partial fitness function that tests \( \frac{4}{10} \) of an individual each generation does not perform as well as it did in the previous experiments, but still performs better than a standard GA. The results of the partial fitness function that tests \( \frac{3}{10} \) of an individual each generation is very similar to a standard GA. The results of the partial fitness functions that test \( \frac{1}{10} \) and \( \frac{2}{10} \) of an individual each generation performs
very badly.

Figure C.5: Results of using a partial fitness function on the One Max Problem, replacing \( \frac{5}{10} \) of the population after each partial fitness test

The graph in Figure C.5 shows that when replacing \( \frac{5}{10} \) of the population after each generation the fitness levels produced by the partial fitness functions testing \( \frac{5}{10} \) to \( \frac{9}{10} \) of an individual each generation, is lower than for the same fitness functions when replacing \( \frac{4}{10} \) of the population. The partial fitness functions that perform \( \frac{1}{10} \) to \( \frac{4}{10} \) all performed worse than a standard GA tackling the same problem.
Figure C.6: Results of using a partial fitness function on the One Max Problem, replacing $\frac{6}{10}$ the population after each partial fitness test.

The graph in Figure C.6 shows that when replacing $\frac{6}{10}$ of the population after each generation the fitness levels produced by the partial fitness functions testing $\frac{5}{10}$ to $\frac{9}{10}$ of an individual each generation, is lower than for the same fitness functions when replacing $\frac{5}{10}$ of the population. The partial fitness functions that perform $\frac{1}{10}$ to $\frac{4}{10}$ all performed worse than a standard GA tackling the same problem.
Figure C.7: Results of using a partial fitness function on the One Max Problem, replacing \( \frac{7}{10} \) the population after each partial fitness test.

The graph in Figure C.7 shows that when replacing \( \frac{7}{10} \) of the population after each generation the fitness levels produced by the partial fitness functions testing \( \frac{5}{10} \) to \( \frac{8}{10} \) of an individual each generation, performs slightly better than for the same fitness functions when replacing \( \frac{6}{10} \) of the population. The partial fitness function that tests \( \frac{9}{10} \) of an individual each generation performs very similar to the previous graph, where \( \frac{6}{10} \) of the population were replaced each generation. The partial fitness functions that perform \( \frac{1}{10} \) to \( \frac{4}{10} \) all performed worse than a standard GA tackling the same problem.
The graph in Figure C.8 shows that when replacing $\frac{8}{10}$ of the population after each generation the fitness levels produced by the partial fitness functions testing $\frac{5}{10}$ to $\frac{9}{10}$ of an individual each generation, performs slightly better than for the same fitness functions when replacing $\frac{7}{10}$ of the population. The partial fitness functions that perform $\frac{1}{10}$ to $\frac{4}{10}$ all performed worse than a standard GA tackling the same problem.
Figure C.9: Results of using a partial fitness function on the One Max Problem, replacing $\frac{9}{10}$ of the population after each partial fitness test

The graph in Figure C.9 shows that when replacing $\frac{9}{10}$ of the population after each generation the fitness levels produced by the partial fitness functions testing $\frac{5}{10}$ to $\frac{9}{10}$ of an individual each generation, performs slightly worse than for the same fitness functions when replacing $\frac{8}{10}$ of the population. The partial fitness functions that perform $\frac{1}{10}$ to $\frac{4}{10}$ all performed worse than a standard GA tackling the same problem.
C.2 Deceptive Trap Function

Figure C.10: Results of using a partial fitness function on the Deceptive Trap Function, replacing $\frac{1}{10}$ the population after each partial fitness tests

The graph in Figure C.10 shows that when replacing $\frac{1}{10}$ of the population after each generation the fitness levels produced by the partial fitness functions testing $\frac{1}{4}$ to $\frac{3}{4}$ of an individual are better than the fitness level produced by a standard GA on the same problem.
Figure C.11: Results of using a partial fitness function on the Deceptive Trap Function, replacing \( \frac{2}{10} \) the population after each partial fitness tests

The graph in Figure C.11 shows that when replacing \( \frac{2}{10} \) of the population after each generation the fitness levels produced by the partial fitness functions testing \( \frac{2}{4} \) and \( \frac{3}{4} \) of an individual each generation is better than when replacing only \( \frac{1}{10} \) of the population. The partial fitness function testing \( \frac{1}{4} \) of an individual each generation is about the same in the previous graph.
Figure C.12: Results of using a partial fitness function on the Deceptive Trap Function, replacing \( \frac{3}{10} \) the population after each partial fitness tests.

The graph in Figure C.12 shows that when replacing \( \frac{3}{10} \) of the population after each generation the fitness level produced by the partial fitness functions testing \( \frac{1}{4} \) and \( \frac{3}{4} \) performs very similar to the previous graph. The partial fitness function testing \( \frac{2}{4} \) of an individual each generation performs slightly worse than in the previous graph.
Figure C.13: Results of using a partial fitness function on the Deceptive Trap Function, replacing $\frac{4}{10}$ of the population after each partial fitness tests

The graph in Figure C.13 shows that when replacing $\frac{4}{10}$ of the population after each generation the fitness level produced by the partial fitness function testing $\frac{1}{4}$ of an individual has not only dropped slightly but has also become unstable. The partial fitness functions testing $\frac{2}{4}$ and $\frac{3}{4}$ produce very similar results to the previous graph.
Figure C.14: Results of using a partial fitness function on the Deceptive Trap Function, replacing \( \frac{5}{10} \) the population after each partial fitness tests

The graph in Figure C.14 shows that when replacing \( \frac{5}{10} \) of the population after each generation the fitness level produced by the partial fitness function testing \( \frac{1}{4} \) of an individual each generation has dropped well below the level achieved by the standard GA and has become even more unstable. The fitness levels achieved by the partial fitness functions testing \( \frac{2}{4} \) and \( \frac{3}{4} \) are very similar to the previous graph.
Figure C.15: Results of using a partial fitness function on the Deceptive Trap Function, replacing $\frac{6}{10}$ of the population after each partial fitness tests

The graph in Figure C.15 shows that when replacing $\frac{6}{10}$ of the population after each generation the fitness levels produced by the partial fitness function testing $\frac{1}{4}$ of an individual each generation has dropped even lower than in the previous graph. The fitness functions testing $\frac{2}{4}$ and $\frac{3}{4}$ perform very similar to the previous graph.
Figure C.16: Results of using a partial fitness function on the Deceptive Trap Function, replacing $\frac{7}{10}$ the population after each partial fitness tests

The graph in Figure C.16 shows that when replacing $\frac{7}{10}$ of the population after each generation the fitness levels produced by the partial fitness function testing $\frac{1}{4}$ of an individual each generation has again dropped even lower than in the previous graph. The fitness levels produced by the partial fitness function testing $\frac{2}{4}$ of an individual each generation has now dropped below those achieved by the standard GA and has also become unstable. The fitness levels achieved by the partial fitness function testing $\frac{3}{4}$ of an individual each generation are very similar to the previous graph.
Figure C.17: Results of using a partial fitness function on the Deceptive Trap Function, replacing $\frac{8}{10}$ of the population after each partial fitness tests

The graph in Figure C.17 shows that when replacing $\frac{8}{10}$ of the population after each generation the fitness levels produced by the partial fitness functions testing $\frac{1}{4}$ and $\frac{3}{4}$ are slightly worse than in the previous graph. The fitness levels of the partial fitness function $\frac{3}{4}$ is very similar still to the previous graph.
Figure C.18: Results of using a partial fitness function on the Deceptive Trap Function, replacing $\frac{9}{10}$ of the population after each partial fitness tests

The graph in Figure C.18 shows that when replacing $\frac{9}{10}$ of the population after each generation the fitness levels produced by the partial fitness functions testing $\frac{1}{4}$ and $\frac{2}{4}$ are slightly worse than in the previous graph. The fitness levels of the partial fitness function $\frac{3}{4}$ has also dropped and has become unstable.
Appendix D

Plain Text and Cipher Text

The following two sections contain the cipher text and originating plain text used in chapter 6.

D.1 Original Plain Text

THEWA FERTU MBLER LOCKT HEWAF ERTUM BLERL OCKWA SDEVE LOPED
ASALO WCOST LOCKT HATOF FERED AREAS ONABL EDEGR EEOFS ECURI
TYTOT HEOWN ERTHE SERLOC KSARE MAKEU POVER ONEFO URTHO FALLT
HELOC KSINT HEWOR LDTHE OUTSI DEOFT HELOC KRESE MBLES THEPI
NTUMB LERLO CKYET TOBED ISCUS SEDBU TUSES AMUCH SIMPL ERMEC
HANIS MWAFE RKEYW AYSUS UALLY HAVES IMPLE SIDEW ARDIN DENTI
ONSTH EKEYI SUSUA LLYSH ORTER THANT HATOF OTHER LOCKS BUTEQ
UALLY BROAD ITMAY BECUT ONONE ORBOT HSIDE SATWO SIDED WAFFER
LOCKI SOFTE NCALL EDADO UBLEW AFERT HELOC KCONS ISTITSO FFOUTR
RGEST WOULD REQUI RETHE SHALL OWEST CUTIN THEKE YNORM ALLYL
OCKMA NUFAC TURER SPLAC EANUM BERFO URORF IVEWA FERNE ARTHE
KEYHO LETOB LOCKT HEVIE WOFTH EBACK WAER SALSO NOTET HATH
ESAME TYPEO FWAFe RMAYA PPEAR SEVER ALTIM ESINT HESAM ELOCK
ABOVE SOMEB RANDS OFWA ERTUM BLERL OCKYO UWILL SEEAS MALLH
OLEWH ENTHE LOCKH ASBEE NUNLO CKEDY OUCAN REMOV ETHEE NTIRE
LOCKP LUGBY INSER TINGA PIECE OFSTI FFWIR EINTO THISH OLEAN
DDEPR ESSIN GATHER ETAIN ERTHO UGHNO WHERE NEARA SSECU REAST
HEPIN TUMBLY ERLOK KTHEW AFERT UMBLE RISAV ERYPO PULAR LOWCO
STLOC KTHEL OCKIS NORMA LLYFO UNDON CHEAP ERCAB INETS ANDDE
SKSSO MEPAD LOCKS SOMEA UTOMO BILEL OCKSL OCKIN GHAND LESAN
DTRAI LERDO ORSWH EREMO RESEC URITY ISDES IREDT HEDOU BLEWA
FERTY PEISU SEDPR OVIDI NGWAF ERSON THETO PANDB OTTOM OFTHE
KEYWA YPICK INGTH OUGHH ARDER TOPIC KTHEN THEWA RDEDL OCKTH
EWAFe RLOCK ISSTI LLEAS YTOCI RCUMV ENTTH ISISA NEXCE LLENT
LOCKT OPRAC TICEO NBECU USETH ETECH NIQUE SREQU IREDT OPICK
ITARE APPLI CABLE TOTHE PINTU MBLER LOCKA SWELL LIKET HELEV
ERLOC KPICK INGTH EWAFe RTUMB LERLO CKREQ UIRES USEOF ATENS
IONWR ENCHA NDAPI CKAVA RETY OFTHE DIFFE RENTP ICKSC ANBEU
SEDIN CLUDI NGTHE RAKET HEHOO KTHEH ALFDI AMOND ANDTH EHALF
ROUND PICKS ELECT IONDE PENDS ONTHE SIZEO FTHEL OCKTH EDIST
ANCEB ETWEE NEACH WAER ANDPE RSONA LPREF ERENC ERAKI NGONE
OFTHE MOSTC QMONM METHO DSOFP ICKIN GTHEW AFERT UMBLE RLOCK
ISBYR AKING TORAK ETHEL OCKIN SERTT HETEN SIONW RENCH ISINS
ERTED JUSTI NSIDE THEKE YWAYS TOPPI NGSHO RTOFT HEFIR STWAF
ERAND FLUSH WITHT HEBOT TOMOF THEKE YWAYA PPLOYM ODERA TETEN
SIONT OTHEW RENCH IFYOU APPLY TOOMU CHTEN SIONT HEWAF ERSWI
LLBIN DANDN OTBEA BLETO MOVIEI NTOAL IGNME NTONC EYOUH AVETH
ETENS IONWR ENCHI NPLAC EINSE RTEIT HERTH ERAKE ORHAL FROUN
DPICK INTOT HEKEY WAYDO NTWOR RYABO UTFEE LINGT HETUM BLERS
INSTE ADCON CENTR ATEON APPLY INGUH IFORM PRESS URETO THEMA
SYOUM OVETH ERAKE INAND OUTOF THEKE YWAYI NASCR UBBIN GMOTI
ONTHI SSCRU BBING MOTIO NSHOU LDCAU SETHE WAVER STOLI FTINT
OALIG NMENT ASTHE YARET HROWN UPAND DOWNI NTHEI RSPAC INGST
HISME THODI SUSUAA LLYQU ITEEF FECTI VEONM OSTWA FERLO CKSAN
DSHOU LDALW AYSEBIE TRIED FIRST MANIP ULATI NGIND IVIDU ALWAF
ERSIF THELO CKDOE SNOTR ESPON DTORA KINGY OUCAN TRYUS INGTH
EHALF DIAMO NDPIC KTOEA CHWAF ERINT OALIG NMENT ONEBY ONEWH
ILEMA INTAI NINGL IGHTB UTCON SISTE NTPRE SSURE WITHT HETEN
SIONW RENCH USETH EPICK TOLIF TEACH WAHER INTOA LIGNM ENTAT
THESH EARLI NESTA RTING FROMH HEBAC KMOST TUMBEL ERONC EITRE
ACHES THEPR OPERA LIGNM ENYOCU SHOU LDGEE LORBE ARASL IGHTC
LICKA NDTHE PLUGW ILLTU RNEVE RSOSL IGHTL YRELI EYING ABITO
FPRES SUREO NTHEW RENCH CONTI NUEON EBYON EWORK INGUH TWARD
UNTIL EACHT UMBLE RHASB EENAL IGHTED ANDTH ELOCH OPENS VIBRA
TIONP ICKIN SOTE NYOUC ANUSE ATECH NIQUE CALLE DVIBR ATION
PICKI NGOO AFERT UMBLE RLOCK THISU SESAT OOLKN OWNAS
ASNPAP EPERI CKORA LOCKP ICKGU NTHES EARED ESCRI BEDIN THELO
CKPIC KINTG QOLSS ECTIO NOFTH ICSRT ICLET OUSETH HESNA PPERP
ICKMA INTAI NALIG HTTEN SIONW ITHTH EWREN CHAND INSER TTHET
IPOFT HEPIC KINTO THEKE YWAYJ USTTO UCHIN GTHEB OTTOM OFTHE TUMBL ERSTH ENUSE THETH UMBWH ICHRE STSAL ONGTH ETOPE DGEOF THEPI CKTOD EPRES STHET OPLOO PLETT HETHU MBсли DEOFF THECO MPRES SEDPA RTOFT HEPIC KPERM ITTIN GITTO SNAPB ACKIT WILLT HENST RIKEA LIGHT BLOWT OTHET UMBLE RSPOP PINGT HEMUP UNTIL THEYA REHEL DINPL ACEAT THESH EARLI NEREP EATED SNAPS WHILE MAINT AININ GTENS IONWI THTHE WRENC HUSUA LLYRE SULTS INALI GNING ALLTH ETUMB LERSA NDTHU SOPEN INGTH ELOCK THELO CKPIC KGUNW ORKSA UTOMA TICAL LYWIT HATRI GGERD EVICE THATS NAPSI TSWIR EPICK UPINT HEKEY WAYPI Cking DOUBL EWAFE RLOCK SDoub LEWAF ERLOC KSARE PICKE DTHES AMEWA YASSI NGEW AFERL OCKSB UTTHE RETWO SIDES TOTHE STORY NOTON LYMUS TYOUA LIGNA LLTHE TOPWA FERSB UTTHE BOTTO MONES ASWEL LYOU ANPUR CHASE SPECI ALDES IGNE TENSIN OWRE NCHES WITWH ILLLE TYOUT HENUS EABAL LPICK TOPIC Kboth SETSO FWAFE RSALT ERNAT IVELY YOUCA NUSEA STAND ARDTE NSION WRENC HINTH ECENT EROFT HEKEY WAYUS INGAH ALFDI AMOND PICKO NCEYO UHAVE PICKE DONES ETSIM PLYRE VERSE THEPI CKAND PICKT HEOTH ERITM AYTAK EAEW TRIES BEFOR EYOUA REABL ETOHO LDALL THEWA FERSI NPLAC E

D.2 Cipher Text

GSVDZ UVIGF NYOVI OLXPG SVDZU VIGFN YOVIO LXPDZ HWVEV OLKVW ZHZOL DXLHG OLXPG SZGLU UIVVW ZIVZH LMZYO VWVTI VVLUH VXFIR GBGLG SVLDM VIGSV HVOLX PHZIV NZPVF KLEVI LMVUL FIGSL UZOOG
APPENDIX D. PLAIN TEXT AND CIPHER TEXT

SVOLX PHRMG SVDLI OWGSV LFGHR WVLUG SVOLX PIVHV NYOVH GSVKR
MGFNY OVIOL XPBVG GLYWV RHXFH HVWYF GFHVH ZNFXS HRNKO VINVX
SZMRH NDZUV IPVBD ZBHFB FZOOB SZEVH RANKOV HRWVD ZIWRM WVMGR
LMHGS VPVBR HFFHZ OOBHS LIGVI GSZMG SZGLU LGSVI OLXPH YFGVJ
FZOOB YILZW RGNZB YVXFG LMLMV LIYLG SHRWV HZGDV HRWVV DZUVI
OLXPR HLUGV MXZOO VWZWL FYOVD ZUVIG SVOLX PXLMH RHGHL UULFI
NZRMK ZIGHG SVKOF TSLFH RMTDS RXSXLI MGZRM HGSDL ZUVIH ZMWHK
IRMTH GSVHS VOOGS VXZNO LXPRM TYLOG ZMWGS VIVGZ RMIH SVDZU
VIHZI VHLNV GRNVH IVUVI IVWGL ZHWRH XHYVX ZFHV GSZVG LKZMW
YLGGL NZIVI LFMMV WGLUR GRMGL GSVXX ORMWV ISIVX RHZWR ZTIZN
PVBDZ BKOFT WVGZD OLUZD ZUVIG FNYOV IXFGZ DZBHR WVERV DHKIR
MTLZU DZUVI OLXPP VBHOL GHKIR MTDRM THKZX ZNLKV IZGVH
GSVYL OGIVG ZRMVI IVZIK OFTGS VHSVO OYLWB LUGSV OLXPV ZXSOL
XPSZH ZHVIR VHLUX SZZNY IHRMD SRXSG SVDZU VIHV HGGSV HVHKZ
XRMTX OLHVN GGLGS VUILM GLUGS VOLXP RHMFN YVIVW DRGSL MVZMW
GSVRI MFNYV IHRMX IVZHV GLDZI WGSVX ZXPLU GSVOL XPXKV GFIIZ
MVNYV ILUGS VDZUV IHKOZ XVWUX XVGLU ZVERM GSVKO FTHHK ZXRMT
XZNY VIHVZ XSZDU VIRHV JFZOR MLEVI ZOOHR AVYFG GSVPV BHOLG
HzIVL UEZIB RMTSV RTSZG NVGZO HKIRM TVCVI GHKIV HHFIV LGMSV
HKIRM TDRMT LUVX SDZUV IULIX RMTDR HOVLD IKZIG RMGLG SVHSV
OOHOL XPRTM TILLE VHDSSR XSOVG HGSVO LDVIK LIRGR MSZMT ZYLFG
NRWDZ BRMGL GSVPV BDZBO LLPRTM TRMGL GSVOL XPBLF HSLFD WYVZI
OVGLH VVGSV HGSVH VDZUV IHXZG GSSLO WGSVK OFZTM WSDVO OGLTV
GSVIIK IVEVM GRMTG SVOLX PUIN SFIMR MTSV MGSVX LIIIV GPVBR
HRMHV IGVWR GTHV GSILF TSGSV PVBD LGHLM VZXSD ZUVIH ZRHRM
APPENDIX D. PLAIN TEXT AND CIPHER TEXT

TGSVD ZUVIH LFGLU GSVOL XPRMT TILLE VGSVP VBNFH GSZEV GSVZK
KILKI RZGFW VKGSL UXFGR MVZXS KLHRG RLMGL IZRHV GSVDZ UVIGS
VXLII VXGZN LFMMG SVWVK GSLUG SVPVB HXFGZ MWGSV OVMGT SLUGS
VDZUV IHPVB HOLGR HZMBL MVLUU REVWR UUVIV MGWVK GSHGS VHSLI
GVIGS VGLKV WTVLU GSVDZ UVIHP VBOL GGSVO LDVIG SVPVB XFGWV
KGSEZ OVFUL IRRMG ZMXVG SVMFN YVIHO LGGSV HOLLG SZGRH GSVZV
ITVHG DLFOW IVJFR IVGSV HSZOO LDVHG XFGRM GSVPV BMLIN ZOODO
LXPNW MFUZX GFIIV HKOZX VMZFN YVIUL FILIU REVDZ UVMV ZIGSV
PVBSL OVLGLY OLPXG SVERV DUGS WYXZP DZUVI HZOHL MLGVS ZGGS
VHZNV GBKVL UZDUV INZBZ KKVZI HVEVI ZORGN VHRMG SVHZN VOLXP
ZYLEV HNLVY IZMWH LUDZU VIGFN YOVIO LXPBL FDROO HVVZH NZOOS
LOVDS VMGVS OLPXZ ZHYVW FMZOL XPGVB LFXZM IVNLE VGSVZ MGRIV
OLXPK OFYTB RMMV GRMTZ KRVXV LUHGR UUDRI VRMGL GSRHS LOVZM
WWVKI VHRM TGSV VGZRM VIGSL FTSML DSVIV MVZIZ HXVXF IVZHG
SVKM GFNOY VIOLX PGSDV ZUVIG FNYOV IRHZE VIBKL KFOZI OXZL
HGOLX PGSOX LXPRL MLINZ OOBUL FMWLM XSVZK VIXZY RMVGH ZMWV
HPHHL NVKZW OLXPH HNLVZ FGLNL YROVO LGPHO LXPRM TSSWZ OVHZM
WGIZR ORIWL LIHDS VIVNL IHVXV FIRGB RWGHV RVWG SWLFW YOVZD
UVIGK KVRHF HWWKI LERWR MTZDU VIHLM GSVEL KZIMY LGHLN LUGSV
PVBDZ BKRXP RMTGS LFTSS ZIWVI GLKRX PGSM GSVZD IWVVO LPXPS
VDZUV IOLXG RHHGR OOVZH BGLXR IXFNE VMGGS RHRHZ MVCXZ OOVMG
OLXPG LKIXZ GRXVL MVMXZ FHVGS VGYXZ MRJFV HIVFJ RIVWG LKRXP
RGZIV ZKKOR XZYOV GLGSV KRMGF NYOVI OLXZD HDVOS ORPVG SVOVE
VIOLX PKRXP RMTGS VDZUV IGFNY OVIOL XPIVJ FRIHV FHVLU ZGVMH
RLMDI VMXZM MWZKR XPZEX IRVGB LUGSV WRUUV IVMKX RXPXH ZMYVF
APPENDIX D. PLAIN TEXT AND CIPHER TEXT

HVWRM XOFWR MTGSV IZPVG SVSSL PGVS VSZOU WRZNL ZNZLV ZMWGS VSZOU
ILFWM KRXPH VOXVGM VRIMW KVMW LMGSV HRAV LRXGM VXPGS VWRHG YVSVL
ZMXVY VGDVM MVZXS DZU VIZPV KMWV IHLMZ OKIVU VIVMV VIZPR MTLMV
LUGSV NLHGY LNNLM NVGL HLKUK RXXPM TSVZD ZUVIG FYOVO IOLXP
RHYBI ZPRMT GLZP VGSVO LXPRM HSVVGM HRLMD IVMXS RHRM H
VIGVW QFHGR MHRMV GSVPV BDZBH GLKRR MTHSL IGULS SVYRI HGDZU
VIZMV UOFHS DRSGS SVYLG GLNLJ GSVPV BDZBS KKOBN LWVIZ GYGVM
HRLMG LGVGM IVMXS RUBLF ZKKOB GLLNF XSGVM HRLMV SVDZU VIHDR
OORVM WZMWM LGVZ YOOGV NLVRL MGLZO RTMN VGLMX VBLFS ZVGS
VGVNM RLMDI VMXSR MKOZV VRMHV IVGRG SVGS VSZPV LISZU UILFM
WKRXP RGMLG SVPVB DZBWL MGDLI IBZYL FGVV ORMTV SVDGIV YOVIH
RMRGZ NZXLM XVGMG ZGZBL ZKKOB RMTFM RULIN KIVHH FIVG GSVNM
HBLFN LEVGS VIZPV RMZMV LFGLJ GSVPV BDZBR MZXHI FYYRM TNLGR
LMGSR HXIF YYRMT NGLRL MVSLF OWZFB HGGSV DZUVI HGLR UGRMG
LZORT MNVMS ZHGSV BZIVG SILDM KZMVL WDMLR GSVSR IHXZK RMTSH
SRNZV GSLLR HFHFX OOBJS RGVYU UVXGR EVMO N LGDFZ OIHL XPHZM
WHLF OWZOD ZBHCF GRRVW UIRHI NGMRF FOZGR MTRM RERWF ZDDZU
VIHRA GSVOL JPWLH MSLGI VHLRL WDSMJ PRMTY LFZMN GIBF RMTGS
VSZOU WRZNL MWSRM PGLVZ XSZDU VIRMG LZORT MNVMS LMYV LMVDS
ROVNZ RGMZR RPMTO RTGMY FZLMG HRYHG ZGKIV HHHFV DSGSV SMGV
HRLMV IVMXS FVSHG VRKXP ΓLORU GVVXZ DZUVI RZLMT ORTMN VMGZG
GSVH VSZOR MVHZG IGRMT UVMS LSVZL PNLG FNYO VIMLS VRGIV
ZXSVH GSVKIL KZLVZ ORTMN VMGSL PLZSF OWZV OLWSV ZIZHO RSGX
ORPMW MGSM RKOFT ROOGF IMVEV IHLHO RSOS BIVOR VERMT ZYRGL
UKIVH HFIYLM GSVOL IVMXS XLMGR MFLMV VYBLY VDLR RMTLF GDZI